
1 A Royal Crown Derby model of a bird with gold 
coloured button. 
£10-30

2 A Royal Crown Derby model of a bird with silver 
button. 
£10-30

3 Three Royal Crown Derby animal figures, all 
with gold buttons, to include 'Bramble', 'Cottage 
Garden Kitten', and 'Mouse'. 
£40-80

4 A Royal Doulton figure 'Top O' The Hill'. 
£10-30

5 A Royal Copenhagen porcelain figure of a girl 
holding a doll, 13cm high. 
£20-50

6 A Royal Copenhagen porcelain bullet-shaped 
vase decorated with a cathedral, 16.5cm high. 
£20-50

7 An ENS porcelain figure of a nude female and 
lily flower, printed marks, 16cm high. 
£30-70

8 A transfer printed circular ceramic panel, 
decorated with a view 'Cries of London, 
Primroses - Yellow Primroses', 13.5cm 
diameter. 
£10-30

9 A group of Royal Doulton ceramic figures to 
include 'Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs'. 
£40-80

10 A group of glassware to include an early 20th 
century Italian glass sweetmeat dish worked in 
clear, green, opaque filigree work and gilt 
detailed glass, 5cm high x 11cm diameter, 
together with a 20th century art glass bottle-
shaped vase mottled green and red, in the style 
of 'Clutha', 15.5cm high. 
£20-50

11 A pair of 19th century clear glass goblets, 16cm 
high, together with a pair of 19th century facet 
cut liqueur glasses, 10cm high. 
£20-50

11A A Monart glass bowl, mottled red and black with 
gold-coloured inclusions, of tapered circular 
form, 25.5cm diameter x 9cm high. 
£50-100

12 A pair of 19th century clear glass goblets, 17cm 
high. 
£40-80

13 Three Royal Worcester figure groups to include 
'February' modelled by F.G. Doughty No. 3453, 
15.5cm high; 'September' No. 3457, 11cm high; 
and 'Foals' modelled by Doris Lindner, No.3152, 
14.5cm high. 
£40-80

14 Marcel Guillard (1896-1932) for 'Editions, Etling, 
Paris', an Art Deco pottery figure group of two 
girls, impressed marks, 25.5cm high. 
£40-80

15 A Beswick model of a woodpecker No. 1218, 
22cm high. 
£30-70

16 A group of nine Royal Doulton figures to include 
'Miss Demure' HN1402; 'Fair Lady' HN2193'; 
'Silks and Ribbons' HN2017'; 'Goody Two 
Shoes' HN2034'; 'Dinky Do' HN1678; 'Linda' 
HN2106; 'This Little Pig' HN1793; 'Ermine' M40, 
and 'Choir Boy' HN2141, together with a 
Paragon figure of 'Flower Girl'. 
£50-100

17 A Vasart glass vase of tapered cylindrical form, 
mottled purple and opaque pink with typical 
whorl decoration, signed, 19.5cm high, together 
with a large clear glass paperweight with vertical 
fluted detail, 8.5cm high x 10.5cm diameter. 
£20-50

18 A Victorian part tea set, the off-white ground with 
yellow top decorated with roses, the underside 
with impressed marks '1260' over '0'. 
£10-30

19 A group of Continental porcelain to include a 
Meissen lemon and leaf shaped porcelain dish 
and cover with flower encrusted details, blue 
crossed swords mark, 18cm long; a Dresden 
quatrefoil shaped basket weave box and cover 
with flower encrusted details; two Dresden 
porcelain cups and saucers, and a pair of 
Dresden porcelain figure groups of a male with 
apron full of fruit, and female holding a basket. 
£50-100

20 Longwy Pottery, a rectangular box and cover, 
decorated with stylised flowers and foliage, 
10cm wide, printed marks, together with a 
Longwy Pottery octagonal-shaped dish 
decorated with stylised flowers on a blue 
ground, 10.5cm diameter. 
£30-70

21 A Chinese pottery model of a horse, decorated 
with green, blue, brown and ochre coloured 
glazes, 25cm high. 
£20-50
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22 A collection of six assorted Beswick horse 
figures, together with two others. 
£50-100

23 Two Royal Doulton flambé vases, to include a 
bottle-shaped vase 20.5cm high with printed 
marks, and a smaller tapered cylindrical vase 
decorated with figures, camels and palm trees, 
12cm high with printed marks. 
£40-80

24 A Crown Ducal Spectria flambé glazed double 
gourd shaped vase, printed marks, 15.5cm high. 

£30-70
25 A Royal Doulton flambé bowl, raised on three 

integral feet with a domed plinth, decorated with 
landscape of cottage and woodland, 11.5cm 
high x 17cm diameter. 
£40-80

25A A large Royal Doulton flambé Veined bottle-
shaped vase with mottled blue, purple, yellow 
and red glaze, printed marks No. 1617, 33.5cm 
high. 
£50-100

26 A Royal Doulton Kingsware flagon, decorated 
with 'Pied Piper', with white metal mounted cork 
stopper, printed marks, 20.5cm high. 
£30-70

27 A Clarice Cliff Bizarre crocus pattern hand-
painted coffee cup and saucer. 
£30-70

28 A Royal Doulton figure 'Rose' HN1368, 11.5cm 
high. 
£10-30

29 A Beswick model of a fox, 23.5cm wide. 
£20-50

30 A group of Griselda Hill pottery to include a pair 
of candlesticks decorated with roses, a sleeping 
piglet with black-coloured markings, and another 
of a seated pig decorated with holly. 
£40-80

31 A group of Griselda Hill pottery to include a pair 
of seated cats decorated with dragonflies, and a 
tabby cat, approximately 17.5cm high. 
£40-80

32 A miniature Meissen white metal mounted 
spittoon vase, decorated in the chinoiserie style 
with puce-coloured dragons, blue crossed 
swords mark on the side of the vase, bearing 
label for 'Schnauffer, Dresden', 5cm high. 
£30-70

32A An 18th century Vienna porcelain hot water pot, 
decorated in under-glaze blue and puce, with 
scatter floral sprays, the details picked out in gilt, 
with scroll handle and short spout, the cover with 
bud finial, under-glaze blue shield mark, 18cm 
high. 
£50-100

33 A Beswick model of a Chihuahua lying on a 
cushion, printed marks, 7cm high. 
£20-50

34 A hand-painted Langtoun Ware pottery preserve 
jar and cover, together with another similar 
cover. 
£20-50

35 A group of Scottish pottery to include a green, 
blue and brown glazed 'tea' barrel and cover, 
16cm high; a pair of fruit-shaped money boxes 
with green, blue and brown coloured glazes, 
9.5cm high, and a slip decorated teapot and 
cover inscribed 'Frae Dunmore', 8.5cm high. 
£40-80

36 A 19th century Scottish pottery money bank, 
inscribed 'Isabella Preston' with blue, green and 
brown coloured glazes, 17.5cm high. 
£20-50

37 An early 20th century novelty porcelain box and 
cover modelled as a boy gendarme/ policeman, 
16.5cm high. 
£20-50

38 An unusual 19th century gilt bronze, banded 
agate and lapis lazuli figure of a grotesque bear, 
modelled sitting before a lapis lazuli pot holding 
a tankard in his right hand, a white metal collar 
with lapis lazuli suspension and a banded agate 
grotesque face, mounted on a black rectangular 
marble plinth, overall 15cm high x 9.5cm wide x 
7.5cm deep. 
£300-500

39 A pair of 19th century Regency style gilt metal 
and cut glass lustre candlesticks, each with 
caryatid columns, 24.5cm high. 
£50-100

40 Two pieces of Moorcroft Pottery to include a 
blue ground table lamp base decorated with 
anemones, 23cm high, and a blue ground bowl 
decorated with pomegranates, signed in green, 
16cm diameter x 8.5cm high. 
£40-80

41 An antique pottery Aryballos (Juglet) in black-
on-redware, 9 cm high (small chip to rim) 
together with another similar, 8.5cm high. 
£50-100
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42 Fishing Interest: 'The Pearl of The Dee' made to 
commemorate the 100th birthday of the Queen 
Mother, formed as a stylised salmon fly, a silver, 
gold and pearl brooch with central lattice work 
set with sapphires, emeralds and rubies, by 
Rachel Jeffrey, hallmarked Birmingham 2000, in 
velvet lined box along with an example of the 
real Salmon Fly, and accompanying certificate, 
limited edition No.54/100, together with 
newspaper cutting depicting Queen Camilla 
wearing a similar brooch and the front page of 
'Hello' magazine 28th April 2005, depicting 
Camilla wearing similar brooch. 
£100-200

42A Collingwood & Co., an early 20th century 
Egyptian Revival yellow and white metal 
diamond and emerald set Ankh stick pin, set 
with fourteen small diamonds and four 
triangular-shaped emeralds, in original 
Collingwood & Co. velvet and satin lined leather 
box inscribed 'To The Royal Family, 46 Conduit 
St, London', 66mm long, gross weight 2.5 
grams. 
£120-180

42B An early 20th century yellow metal, split pearl 
and amethyst Art Nouveau style pendant 
suspended on yellow metal chain, gross weight 
11.3 grams, together with a yellow metal, split 
pearl and coloured gem set pendant, gross 
weight 7.6 grams (2). 
£150-300

42C Sampson Mordan & Co., a 9ct gold and enamel 
perpetual calendar propelling pencil, stamped 
marks, 11cm long extended, gross weight 23.6 
grams. 
£100-200

42D Georg Jensen, a sterling silver brooch, with 
London hallmarks 1954, makers mark 'G.JLD', 
of oval openwork form, pierced with a kneeling 
deer, 45mm wide. 
£100-200

42E Georg Jensen, a sterling silver circular brooch, 
import marks, 1968, with pierced decoration of a 
lapwing, 54.7mm wide. 
£100-200

42F Kristian Moehl-Hansen for Georg Jensen, a 
sterling silver oval brooch, import marks for 
1967, decorated with two birds in shallow relief, 
50.8mm wide. 
£100-200

42G Georg Jensen, a sterling silver brooch of 
rectangular form, pierced with a duck taking 
flight amongst reeds, 49.3mm wide. 
£100-200

43 A vintage rolled gold 'Lady Yard O' Lette' 
propelling pencil, together with two other vintage 
yellow metal propelling pencils, one set with a 
red intaglio carved seal depicting a castle, the 
other a green hexagonal bloodstone seal 
(vacant). 
£40-80

43A A vintage graduated amber type bead necklace, 
gross weight 58 grams. 
£100-200

44 A 9ct gold and pearl set ring, size 'P', gross 
weight 1.3grams. 
£30-70

45 A ladies yellow metal cased Omega wristwatch 
with champagne coloured dial bearing Arabic 
and baton numerals with bracelet strap, case 
diameter 21.3mm. 
£20-50

46 A 19th century papier-maché snuff box, the 
cover with printed vignette, titled 'La Jeune 
Ecoliere', 7cm diameter. 
£30-70

47 An early 20th century cold painted bronze model 
of a collie dog, 8cm high x 12.5cm long. 
£40-80

48 Sewing and whisky interest: a late 19th / early 
20th century treen thread box and cover in the 
form of a whisky barrel, with brass tap, the cover 
with screw action, 10.5cm high 
£40-80

49 After Charles Marion Russell (1864 - 1926), a 
bronze figure of a buffalo, signed in the bronze 
'CM Russell' with buffalo head and date 1921, 
17cm high x 16.5m wide. 
£50-100

50 Two pairs of Sitzendorf Porcelain figure groups, 
the larger pair modelled with male holding a 
basket of flowers with attendant female holding 
a bouquet of flowers, 14cm high, the smaller pair 
depicting male figure holding a spade and 
female figure holding a pair of secateurs, 11cm 
high. 
£40-80
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51 Golfing Interest - A Scottish white metal cross 
for St Andrews Spring Medal for the Royal and 
Ancient golf club of St Andrews, suspended on 
green ribbon in original leather covered velvet 
and satin lined case by 'Wilson & Sharp'. 
£50-100

52 A Venetian glass clear and ruby overlaid 
octagonal shaped goblet with gilded details, 
17cm high, together with a similar wine glass, 
16cm high. 
£30-70

53 A 9ct gold two colour gold ring formed in two 
sections, size 'O', 3.1grams, together with a 9ct 
gold and turquoise cabochon set ring, size 'O', 
2.1grams and two other yellow metal dress 
rings. 
£70-150

54 Three 9ct gold shirt studs, 2 grams, together 
with three smaller 15ct gold shirt studs, 2.1 
grams. 
£70-150

55 A 2002 Queen Elizabeth II gold sovereign, with 
certificate of authenticity. 
£250-400

56 A group of five assorted seal fobs suspended on 
a circular yellow metal ring, four left vacant, one 
bearing intaglio carved seal with oval panel 
bearing initials suspending from ribbon tied bow, 
gross weight 25.6grams. 
£150-300

56A A 9ct gold Masonic seal fob, gross weight 5.1 
grams, together with three other assorted yellow 
metal spinner fobs, two set with facet cut citrine-
coloured stones, the other bloodstone and red 
stone insert, and an antique white metal 
octagonal seal fob set with an intaglio cut seal 
depicting the bust of a gladiator. 
£120-180

57 A late 19th / early 20th century yellow metal and 
garnet set pendant, set with four oval facetted 
stones, gross weight 10grams. 
£100-200

58 An 18ct gold necklace suspending yellow metal, 
sapphire and diamond set pendant, the pendant 
set with one pear shaped facetted sapphire 
estimated to weigh 1.49ct, and one tapered 
baguette cut diamond estimated to weigh 0.10ct, 
in blue velvet lined fitted box for Garrard, gross 
weight 4.9 grams. 
£300-500

59 A white metal and diamond articulated bracelet, 
in the style of a Cartier Tectonique Tennis 
bangle bracelet, set with thirty-one brilliant cut 
diamonds estimated to weigh approximately 
3.41cts, approximately 17cm long, stamped 
marks '18k', gross weight 35.8 grams. 
£2,000-3,000

60 A late 19th / early 20th century continental clear 
glass goblet, set on knopped stem with three 
trailed details, on stepped circular foot, 24cm 
high. 
£20-50

61 A continental antique glass goblet, the bowl with 
applied trailed line detail, the knop with three 
applied prunts on a domed folded foot, 19.5cm 
high. 
£50-100

62 An 18ct gold signet ring with bloodstone insert 
and intaglio carved crest of a rampant unicorn, 
size 'O', gross weight 7.3grams. 
£100-200

63 A yellow metal and garnet dress ring, set with a 
rectangular oval facetted garnet flanked by two 
pear shaped facetted garnets, the shank 
stamped 'S&S, 18', size 'O', gross weight 4.3 
grams. 
£120-180

64 A yellow metal and paste set dress ring, 
stamped '18k', gross weight 10 grams. 
£150-300

65 Two 9ct gold bracelets, gross weight 12.5 
grams. 
£150-250

66 A white metal, rose quartz, tsavorite and 
diamond set pendant, centred with a rose quartz 
cabochon within a border of small round brilliant 
cut diamonds estimated to weight 0.48cts and a 
further border of round, brilliant cut tsavorites 
estimated to weigh 0.57ct, the clasp stamped 
'750', gross weight 12.6 grams. 
£200-300

67 An 18ct gold Iona Cross pendant centred with 
blue coloured facetted stone, gross weight 6.5 
grams, suspended on a 9ct gold chain, 2.4 
grams. 
£200-300

68 A 9ct gold sapphire and pearl triple strand 
choker necklace, gross weight 68.8 grams. 
£200-300
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69 A white metal, emerald and diamond set 
pendant, centred with a pear-shaped emerald 
estimated to weight 0.31ct, within two borders of 
round, brilliant cut diamonds estimated to weigh 
0.72ct, the loop stamped '750', gross weight 2.7 
grams. 
£400-600

70 A white metal, amethyst and diamond set 
pendant, set with rectangular cabochon cut 
amethyst and four round brilliant cut diamonds 
within a diamond set border, total diamond 
weight estimated at 0.87ct, stamped '750', gross 
weight 6.2 grams. 
£400-600

71 A cased set of late 19th / early 20th century 
yellow metal, coral and pearl set shirt studs 
comprising four large and three smaller in 
original fitted box for S. Smith & Son, 9, Strand, 
together with a small white metal pierced 
rectangular scroll lapel badge. 
£50-100

72 A yellow metal, paste and synthetic ruby cocktail 
ring, size 'R', gross weight 2.7 grams. 
£50-100

73 A yellow and white metal diamond set four stone 
ring, the lozenge shaped panel set with four 
round brilliant cut diamonds on a yellow metal 
stamped '18ct', size 'K', gross weight 3.9 grams. 
£250-500

74 A yellow metal, ruby and diamond set cocktail 
ring, centred with a round brilliant cut ruby 
estimated to weigh 0.78cts, within a square 
border of small round brilliant cut diamonds, the 
shoulders set with small round brilliant cut 
diamonds, total diamond weight estimated to be 
0.22ct, stamped mark '750', size 'K'. 
£200-300

75 A yellow metal, garnet and diamond cocktail 
ring, centred with an oval faceted garnet 
estimated to weigh 9.98ct, within a border of 
round brilliant cut diamonds, total diamond 
estimated to be 0.38ct, stamped marks 'K18', 
size 'M'. 
£300-500

76 Two 18ct gold rings, one a signet ring 3.5 
grams, size 'H', the other a wedding ring 2.6 
grams, size 'P'. 
£150-250

77 A yellow metal, ruby and diamond cluster ring, 
centred with an oval facetted ruby within a 
border of fourteen small round brilliant cut 
diamonds, the shank stamped '750', size 'M'. 
£400-600

78 An 18ct gold sapphire and diamond cocktail ring, 
centred with a single marquise cut sapphire 
estimated to weigh 0.38ct, flanked on both sides 
by three round, brilliant cut diamonds, each 
estimated to weigh 0.03ct, makers mark of 
Garrard & Co, size 'P', gross weight 1.8 grams. 
£300-500

79 A pair of yellow metal cufflinks, stamped '14K', 
12 grams, together with a pair of yellow metal 
and sapphire set cufflinks, stamped '14K', gross 
weight 13.1 grams. 
£400-600

80 Boxed bottle of Chanel No.5 perfume. 
£20-50

81 A collection of costume jewellery to include a 
Chinese yellow metal and green stone 
articulated bangle, a yellow metal and pearl six 
strand necklace, a yellow metal Pilgrim necklace 
suspending pierced oval tasselled drops and a 
Pilgrim yellow metal bracelet to match, and a 
single strand pearl necklace. 
£20-50

82 A Birmingham silver mounted pipe, a carved 
Meerschaum type pipe, the bowl formed as the 
head of bearded male figure wearing a turban, 
together with a white metal mounted horn 
spoon. 
£20-50

83 A 19th century Military dispatch pouch, with 
white metal mounts, containing lead shot, 
15.5cm wide. 
£50-100

84 A vintage Omega Seamaster gentlemans 
stainless steel wristwatch with Arabic and baton 
numerals and later expanding bracelet strap, 
together with a Seiko quartz wristwatch, a Casio 
quartz wristwatch, Accurist wristwatch, Citizen 
Ecodrive wristwatch and a Windsurfing watch, 
together with a small Rotary international lapel 
badge. 
£50-100

85 A collection of jewellery to include a pair of white 
metal, sapphire and diamond pear shaped 
earrings, stamped marks '750', gross weight 
6.9grams, three faux emerald shirt studs, a 
yellow metal mounted peridot type pendant, a 
yellow metal necklace suspending a yellow 
metal and blue enamel articulated fish pendant. 
£200-400
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86 A Birmingham silver and enamel 'Past President 
The Mining Institute of Scotland' medal, two 
RNLI yellow metal badges, one for 'Chairman', 
the other for 'Committee', two National Lifeboat 
Institution medals, a City Hall Belfast 
commemorative medallion, a cased set of four 
yellow metal and mother of pearl shirt studs, 
together with a pair of oval cufflinks by Ariki, an 
Auchterarder and District Rotary Past President 
badge and a Rotary Foundation medal, white 
metal dish centred with a curling stone, and a 
graduated bead necklace. 
£30-70

87 A group of four assorted Dunhill yellow metal 
Rollagas lighters, to include two boxed 
examples with papers, and two others. 
£70-150

88 A group of three Dunhill white metal Rollagas 
lighters, one boxed with original papers, 
together with two others. 
£50-100

89 An antique yellow metal mounted amber cheroot 
holder, with yellow metal inlay of scrolling foliage 
(damages), 9cm long, 54.3 grams. 
£120-180

90 A 19th century small hand-held percussion muff 
pistol, 18.5cm long. 
£40-80

91 Two late 18th/ early 19th century Continental 
pottery tiles, one decorated with a tulip, the other 
decorated with a double-headed flower, 
approximately 13cm square. 
£20-50

92 A pair of mid-20th century white metal and 
marcasite set lorgnettes in black silk chinoiserie 
case. 
£20-50

93 An antique Sri Lankan piha kaetta (Kandyan 
knife), 27cm long. 
£100-200

94 A faux amber square-shaped cheroot holder 
with faceted detail, 6.2cm long. 
£10-30

95 Dog interest: an antique carved bone walking 
cane finial carved in the form of a whippet's 
head, with black inlaid eyes, 5cm long x 3cm 
high. 
£40-80

96 A 19th century Victoria and Albert marriage 
commemorative snuff box and cover with 
embossed brass circular plaque; a miniature 
ruby glass scent bottle decorated with a small 
cameo with white metal screw cover; an Italian 
ruby glass, gilt and enamel bud vase; boot hook, 
and remaining items. 
£20-50

97 A collection of various items to include a white 
metal travelling inkwell; a white metal coin box 
inscribed 'By National Savings Certificates'; a 
white metal two-piece buckle/ necklace pierced 
with cherubs, griffin, flowers and foliage; a white 
metal mounted single bladed pocket-knife; three 
yellow metal expanding cufflinks; an 1897 
Queen Victoria lapel badge; four various coins. 
£20-50

98 An antique novelty key wind music box in the 
form of a pig, 14cm long x 8.5cm high. 
£40-80

99 Royal interest: a stained and leaded glass oval 
panel made to commemorate the coronation of 
Queen Elizabeth II, inscribed 'E II R 1953' 
worked in clear, blue, red and amber tinted 
glass, 29cm x 24.5cm. 
£80-120

100 A 1916 artillery shell case mounted as a gong, 
together with a brass cruise oil lamp, the hinged 
cover with bird finial inscribed '18X68'. 
£20-50

101 An agate octagonal-shaped mortar 7.5cm 
diameter x 4cm high. 
£10-30

101A An antique Tibetan brass ritual knife/ dagger, 
with triple edged blade entwined with serpents 
and Buddhistic masks, 21.5cm long. 
£50-100

101B A late 19th/ early 20th century Goliath calendar 
pocket watch with separate dials for day, date, 
month and moon phase, in gun metal case, case 
diameter 94.5mm, on later walnut stand. 
£80-120
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101C A collection of assorted costume jewellery to 
include a silver and blue enamel 'Cowdenbeath 
District Schoolboy League' football medal on 
white metal Albert chain; a Glasgow silver 
brooch in the form of a Viking longboat; a 
Birmingham silver and yellow metal shield-
shaped medallion; a British Engineers white 
metal medal; a yellow metal necklace; single 
strand pearl necklace; dress ring set with citrine 
coloured stone; white metal bracelet; bag of 
loose gemstones. 
£40-80

102 A collection of jewellery to include a boxed set of 
Ortak silver jewellery comprising necklace and 
pair of matching earrings; a Mexican silver 
brooch in the form of a dog; a silver and 
synthetic amethyst ring; an American 1964 half 
dollar coin mounted as a pendant suspended on 
a silver necklace; a Sterling silver oval double 
thistle brooch; a butterfly wing RMS Mauretania 
brooch; two other butterfly wing brooches, and 
two butterfly wing ear studs; assorted pairs of 
earrings; brooches; pendant in the form of a 
book with mother-of-pearl set detail. 
£50-100

102A A box of assorted vintage gents manual wind 
watches, various makers to include 'The Angus 
Automatic Incabloc, Invicta 17', etc. 
£40-80

103 An 18th century Maltese silver thirty Tari, 
Manuel Pinto de Fonseca coin, mounted with 
triumphal regalia on strut stand, 10cm high x 
7cm wide. 
£20-50

104 A New Zealand carved pounamu, column 7.8cm 
high, together with a green stone rectangular 
cushion form paperweight, 5cm wide. 
£20-50

105 A Chinese carved red lacquer bangle, 8.2cm 
diameter. 
£20-50

106 A Birmingham silver christening mug with shield 
shaped cartouche, left vacant, together with a 
pair of Chester silver salts, 4 troy oz. 
£40-80

107 A Birmingham silver mounted Art Deco cut glass 
dressing table box and cover, the cover with 
engine turned details, 10.5cm diameter x 8cm 
high. 
£20-50

108 A modern Sheffield silver rectangular shaped 
photograph frame with strut support, makers 
mark of 'FH', 21.5cm high x 16cm wide, aperture 
size 17cm x 12cm. 
£50-100

109 A vintage Birmingham silver photograph frame, 
lacking strut support, 25.5cm x 20cm, aperture 
size 21cm x 15.2cm. 
£40-80

110 A group of silver to include a Birmingham 
hallmarked christening mug inscribed 'Jim' with 
horizontal band of Celtic detail, a Birmingham 
hallmarked octagonal shaped dish and a London 
hallmarked quaich, bearing presentation 
inscription, gross weight 14 troy oz. 
£120-180

111 A Birmingham silver candlestick, 15.5cm high, 
together with a Birmingham silver circular 
ashtray. 
£20-50

112 A set of four antique silver twin handled canoe 
shaped salts, engraved with armorial crest, 
hallmarks rubbed, gross weight 11 troy oz, 
approximately 13.5cm wide x 8.5cm high. 
£80-120

113 An early 20th century white metal concave 
shaped hipflask, with engine turned details, 
screw cap and hinged cover, rectangular 
cartouche left vacant, stamped mark 'silver', 
12cm high x 7.5cm wide, 6.5 troy oz. 
£50-100

114 An early 20th century four-piece silver teaset, 
Sheffield 1936, makers mark of 'S&W', oval 
facetted shape comprising teapot, hot water pot, 
twin handled sugar bowl and milk jug, gross 
weight 51 troy oz. 
£500-800

115 Two George III silver cream jugs, one 
hallmarked London 1774, makers mark rubbed, 
11cm high, embossed with flowers and scrolls, 
the cartouche bearing initial 'R', the other 
hallmarked London 1777, makers mark rubbed, 
embossed with flowers, scrolls and cartouche 
bearing initials, 10.5cm high, gross weight 4.98 
troy oz. 
£50-100

116 A George III silver soup ladle, Old English 
pattern, engraved with initials, hallmarks slightly 
obscured, possibly London 1764, 5.90 troy oz. 
£50-80
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116A A George III Scottish silver soup ladle, Old 
English pattern with circular bowl by Robert 
Gray of Glasgow, Edinburgh 1797, 5.79 troy oz. 
£50-100

116B A Scottish Provincial silver tablespoon Old 
English pattern, four bottom marks by William 
Scott, Dundee circa 1780, engraved with initial. 
£30-70

116C An American hammered plated porringer with 
side handle, Rogers Bros., together with a 
curved and pierced teapot strainer. 
£20-50

117 A Japanese white metal bowl with hammered 
finish, circa early 20th century, four-character 
mark to base, 18cm diameter x 7cm high. 
£40-80

117A A Sheffield silver pedestal bowl by Walker & Hall 
1914, monogrammed, 25cm high, 23 troy oz. 
£250-400

117B A white metal oval tray, 38.5cm x 30cm, 26 troy 
oz. 
£250-400

118 An Edwardian four-piece silver tea and coffee 
set, Birmingham 1901, makers mark of 'HM', 
oval shaped with embossed foliate scroll detail, 
comprising teapot, coffee pot, twin handled 
sugar bowl and milk jug, gross weight 55 troy oz. 

£600-900
119 A Persian white metal decanter and cover, 

pierced with foliate scrolls, the cover attached by 
two chains, the glass interior incomplete, 22cm 
high, gross weight 22 troy ozs. 
£100-200

119A A collection of assorted silver and white metal, 
to include a silver rectangular box, the cover 
decorated in relief with a dragon, stamped '925', 
5cm wide; an Indian silver rectangular box with 
embossed floral detail 5.5cm wide; a square 
filigree work casket 3.5cm square; an Indian 
silver footed bowl by 'Hamilton & Co.', 10cm 
diameter; an Indian white metal circular-shaped 
box and cover 6cm high x 6.5cm diameter; an 
Indian silver salt on three ball feet; an Indian 
silver circular bowl; white metal funnel; white 
metal thimble; white metal pepper pot; a novelty 
white metal lantern, and a white metal mounted 
clear glass toilet bottle. 
£70-150

119B Late 18th/ early 19th century Scottish Provincial 
silver sauce ladle, Dundee, struck with pot of 
lillies three times, fiddle pattern, engraved with 
initials 'LL' over 'Crowley 1760', 15cm long. 
£40-80

119C Two antique silver teaspoons with elongated 
twisted stems, one struck with makers mark 'DI' 
the underside of the bowl bearing initials, the 
other struck with makers mark 'IK' the underside 
of the bowl engraved with initials, 17cm and 
18cm long respectively. 
£30-70

120 A collection of silver to include a silver Art Deco 
style cigarette case with blue stone cabochon 
detail, stamped marks '935' makers mark of 
'O.S.' 9cm x 6.5cm, gross weight 4 troy oz, 
together with two Scottish silver teaspoons, a 
silver lid and a Birmingham silver cruet with 
clear glass liner (5). 
£50-80

121 A collection of silver bright cut flatware to 
include a pair of tablespoons, hallmarked 
London 1799 makers mark of 'HS', together with 
four other assorted tablespoons of Old English 
pattern and a single fiddle pattern table spoon, 
gross weight 12.45 troy oz. 
£120-180

122 A vintage Sterling silver rectangular box and 
cover, bearing the mark of 'Omega', the hinged 
cover with engine turned detail, 12.5cm wide, 
together with a Victorian silver cigarette box, 
London 1889, the hinged cover with armorial 
crest of hand holding a dagger, 12cm wide. 
£50-100

123 A Birmingham silver rectangular cigarette box, 
14cm wide. 
£50-100

124 A group of five Chinese silver brush backs to 
include a pair of oval brush backs decorated 
with a dragon on a hammered ground, makers 
marks of 'WS', together with another pair of 
unmarked brush backs, each with embossed 
decoration of dragon, and another oval shaped 
brush back decorated with wisteria, gross weight 
14 troy oz. 
£50-100

125 A pair of Chinese silver cupholders, makers 
mark of 'TC', probably Tuck Chang, pierced with 
dragons and cloud scrolls, the handles formed 
as branches, stamped marks, 12cm high, gross 
weight 8 troy oz. 
£80-120
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126 A Chinese silver rectangular box and hinged 
cover, makers mark of 'Luen Wo', the hinged 
cover embossed with a four clawed dragon 
around a circular roundel, the sides with similar 
embossed dragon decoration, 16cm wide x 
5.5cm high x 9cm deep, 12.67 troy oz. 
£250-500

127 A Japanese white metal mounted wooden 
rectangular box and hinged cover, with 
embossed decoration of iris, 15.5cm wide x 
4.5cm high x 5cm deep. 
£70-150

128 A collection of silver nine assorted silver cruets, 
two silver napkin rings, four assorted silver salt 
spoons and a white metal napkin ring. 
£50-100

129 A collection of silver to include six assorted 
Scottish silver teaspoons, various makers and 
dates, a pair of Edinburgh sugar tongs and an 
Edinburgh silver napkin ring by Hamilton & 
Inches, engraved with initials, gross weight 5.9 
troy oz. 
£40-80

130 A clear glass and white metal overlaid scent 
bottle and screw stopper, 6.2cm high, together 
with corresponding funnel. 
£20-50

131 A pair of novelty white metal bird form pepper 
pots, the bases each with a hinged cover, one 
cover loose at the hinge, the underside of the 
beaks with pierced detail, 5cm high x 7.5cm 
long. 
£40-80

132 Two antique silver vinaigrettes, one of 
rectangular form with canted angles, hallmarks 
Birmingham 1838, makers mark of 'GW' for 
Gervase Wheeler, 4cm wide, together with 
another Birmingham silver vignette of 
rectangular form, 1821, makers mark of 
'Ledsham & Vale', embossed with a single 
flower on each side, 2.6cm wide. 
£50-100

133 A George III silver snuff box, London 1807, of 
rounded rectangular form, the covers, base and 
side with horizontal line decoration, the cover 
with rectangular cartouche bearing initials 'JK', 
8cm wide, 3.15 troy oz. 
£40-80

134 A Russian silver and enamel coffee spoon, 
10.1cm long. 
£20-50

135 A 19th century white metal mounted horn snuff 
mull, the hinged cover centred with a foil backed 
facet cut circular stone within embossed scroll 
border, bearing presentation shield inscribed 
and dated 1852, approximately 11cm long. 
£50-100

136 A silver and tortoiseshell oval dressing table box 
raised on four short legs, 8.5cm wide. 
£40-80

137 A pair of Birmingham silver octagonal shaped 
bon-bon dishes with pierced detail and 
embossed foliate decoration, approximately 
10cm diameter, 2.28 troy oz. 
£30-70

138 An Eastern silver circular box and cover, the 
detachable cover inscribed 'May from Barry 
1925', the sides of the box decorated with 
scenes of palm trees, camels and boats, 9cm 
diameter x 5cm high, 7.75 troy oz. 
£50-100

139 A pair of Sterling silver mounted clear glass 
dimple form vinaigrette bottles, one decorated 
with bamboo and foliage, the other decorated 
with prunus blossom, approximately 11cm high. 
£40-80

140 Christopher Lawrence for Dunhill, a silver 
Rollagas table lighter, hallmarked London 1974, 
makers mark of 'AD' for Alfred Dunhill, 15.4cm 
high. 
£200-300

141 A Birmingham silver mounted dressing table 
mirror, enclosing a bevelled rectangular mirror 
plate, with strut support, 35cm x 24cm. 
£50-100

142 A Sheffield silver quatrefoil shape bowl with 
pierced rim detail, makers mark of 'HA', 9.54 troy 
oz. 
£70-150

143 A pair of electroplated toddy ladles with baleen 
twist handles. 
£20-50

144 A Birmingham silver mounted pencil, makers 
mark of 'EB', a Sterling silver Sheaffer USA 
fountain pen with 14k 585 nib, a London silver 
'Lady Yard O Lette' propelling pencil, a white 
metal toothpick, unmarked, a white metal 
cocktail stick and a white metal mounted agate 
pen section. 
£50-100

145 A Continental white metal Rococo style twin 
handled tray, 15.9 troy oz, 42cm wide. 
£40-80
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146 Seven Sheffield silver coffee spoons, in the Art 
Deco style, 2.68 troy oz. 
£20-50

147 A collection of silver to include a Birmingham 
silver cigarette case, Birmingham silver vesta 
holder, a pair of Birmingham silver salt and 
pepper pots, four Birmingham silver buttons for 
the Royal Army Reserve. 
£30-70

148 A set of six Edward VIII silver dessert spoons, 
Olde English with Rattail, Sheffield 1936, 
makers mark of 'EV', 10.75 troy ozs. 
£120-180

149 A collection of assorted Royal Commemorative 
Proof coins and stamps to include the 
Coronation of His Majesty King Charles III to 
include the Coronation £5 coin, a Queen 
Elizabeth II 80th Birthday limited edition crown, 
three Diamond Jubilee 50p coins, 2012 Bailiwick 
of Guernsey blue velvet coin box, HM Queen 
Elizabeth The Queen Mother 1900-2002 
containing various proof coins to include two 
Queen Elizabeth Golden Jubilee 50p coins with 
coloured details, three Queen Mother 
commemorative Castle of May one Crown coins, 
Elizabeth II Gibraltar 2002 one Crown, Elizabeth 
II Australia 2002 $5, the Queen Mothers 90th 
Birthday Royal Mint £5 coin, Elizabeth II five 
shilling coin, a Maroon coin case, The Queens 
Golden Jubilee containing six Queen Elizabeth II 
2002 Golden Jubilee 50p coins, a 2002 Queen 
Elizabeth II £5 coin and another similar coin 
unboxed, a Royal Wedding commemorative 
coin, Prince Charles to Lady Diana Spencer 
1981, assorted Royal Commemorative stamps, 
Elizabeth II 2002 Golden Jubilee £5 note for the 
Royal Bank of Scotland and a Queen Mother 
1900-2002 $1 coin in presentation box. 
£70-150

150 A Birmingham silver handheld dressing table 
mirror together with a Birmingham silver and 
tortoiseshell four-piece brush set. 
£40-80

151 A collection of silver to include a Birmingham 
silver tea strainer, Birmingham silver concave 
cigarette case with presentation inscription, 
three silver and mother of pearl handled pocket-
knives and remaining flatware to include a sifting 
ladle, trident fork, teaspoons etc. 
£50-100

152 A Birmingham silver and green enamel hair 
brush together with a pair of Birmingham silver 
backed hair brushes with engine turned detail. 
£20-50

153 A collection of silver to include a cased pair of 
Birmingham silver jam spoons, Sheffield silver 
sugar shovel, four other teaspoons and a trident 
fork. 
£20-50

154 Seventeen silver handled forks and knives 
together with six silver handled afternoon tea 
knives of pistol form. 
£40-80

155 A Birmingham silver six-piece cruet set 
comprising two pepper pots, two salts with blue 
glass liners and two mustard dishes with blue 
glass liners and spoons. 
£40-80

156 A cased set of six mother of pearl handled fruit 
knives and forks with Sheffield silver blades and 
tines. 
£40-80

157 A collection of assorted silver flatware, various 
makers and dates, together with a Birmingham 
silver tea strainer, gross weight approximately 
24 troy oz. 
£250-400

158 A cased set of twelve Sheffield silver coffee 
spoons and sugar tongs, engraved with initial 
'H'. 
£40-80

159 A cased set of twelve Sheffield silver coffee 
spoons and sugar tongs. 
£40-80

160 K. Hattori, Art Jeweller, Tokyo, a pair of 
Japanese silver dishes, one with engraved detail 
showing a map of Europe with Great Britain on 
the underside, signed, the other with the outline 
of other territories, signed, both raised on four 
shaped feet, 20.5cm long, in original fitted box, 
9.69 troy oz. 
£100-200

161 A set of six early 19th century silver table forks, 
fiddle pattern, comprising two London hallmarks 
for 1816, makers mark of 'WE', together with 
four matching forks, London hallmarks for 1835, 
makers marks of 'WE', all engraved on the 
reverse of the terminals with armorial crest, 
inscribed 'Sub Spe' on banner, together with 
initials, 14.64 troy oz. 
£120-180
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162 A collection of silver to include nine London 
silver Kings pattern teaspoons, a London silver 
Old English pattern sauce ladle, a heavy gauge 
Sheffield silver napkin ring, inscribed 'L. M. B', a 
white metal model of a junk together with 
remaining flatware, and a Birmingham and 
mother of pearl butter knife. 
£50-100

163 A collection of assorted antique Chinese silver 
spoons to include a pair of silver teaspoons, 
stamped 'Wang Hing', a set of six teaspoons, 
the terminals decorated in relief with a Chinese 
character, makers mark of 'LW' (probably that of 
LUEN WO), together with various others, dates 
and makers. 
£50-100

164 A collection of Japanese silver flatware to 
include twelve dessert spoons with elongated 
handles and six matching spoons, slightly 
smaller and elongated in size, all stamped 
'Sterling Okubo' together with a pair of sterling 
silver knife rests and four sterling silver servers 
stamped 'Asahi', gross weight 28 troy ozs. 
£250-500

165 A small collection of Chinese silver models to 
include junk, another boat, a rickshaw and 
sedan chair being carried by two figures. 
£40-80

166 A suite of Edwardian silver flatware, London 
1903, makers marks of 'Josiah Williams & Co' 
(GJ over DF), comprising seventeen dessert 
forks, twelve dessert spoons, five tablespoons, 
six teaspoons and two sauce ladles, Olde 
English pattern with rattail, gross weight 69 troy 
oz. 
£800-1,200

166A A Birmingham silver and turquoise green 
enamel four-piece dressing table set comprising 
handheld mirror, two brushes and a comb, in 
original fitted box. 
£50-100

166B A vintage Birmingham silver and sky-blue 
enamel four-piece dressing table set comprising 
handheld mirror, two brushes and a comb in 
original fitted box. 
£50-100

166C A collection of silver to include a Birmingham 
silver cigarette case with engine turned detail 
and novelty hinge opening the covers with 
engine turned details, together with five assorted 
silver napkin rings, a pair of silver sugar tongs, 
two silver and enamel commemorative spoons, 
one Cardiff the other Glasgow, together with a 
quantity of assorted EP commemorative spoons 
and a silver-plated coaster set. 
£50-100

167 Two pieces of Chinese porcelain, Qing Dynasty, 
to include an 18th century famille rose dish 
decorated with fenced garden of peony, 16.5cm 
diameter, and a 19th century famille rose 
celadon ground plate decorated with flowers, 
birds and butterflies, 14.5cm diameter. 
£30-70

168 A Chinese porcelain famille rose Canton teapot 
and cover, Qing Dynasty, decorated with panels 
of figures divided by panels of flowers, fruit and 
birds (lacking handle), 13.5cm high. 
£30-70

169 A pair of Chinese porcelain Imari plates, Qing 
Dynasty, decorated with gardens of rock work, 
peony and willow, 22.5cm diameter. 
£40-80

170 A Chinese porcelain celadon ground vase, early 
20th century, with white slip decoration of 
blossom branch and birds, under-glaze blue seal 
mark, 31.5cm high. 
£50-100

171 A Chinese porcelain millefleurs bowl, early 20th 
century, the interior decorated with a peony 
flower on a yellow ground bearing six-character 
apocryphal mark, 19.5cm diameter x 5cm high. 
£40-80

172 A Chinese Canton enamel tea caddy and cover, 
Qing Dynasty, decorated with four rectangular 
panels enclosing figures on a green ground with 
black scroll detail, 10.5cm high x 9.5cm wide, 
together with another Chinese Canton enamel 
circular box and cover, the detachable cover 
decorated with pavilions in a mountainous river 
landscape, the base decorated with two oval-
shaped landscape panels on a green ground 
with black scroll detail, 10cm diameter x 5.5cm 
high. 
£100-200
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173 Two Chinese blue and white porcelain circular 
dishes, Qing Dynasty, one decorated with 
pavilion in a mountain river landscape with pine 
and willow trees within a diaper panelled border, 
28.5cm diameter; the other decorated with river 
scene, pavilions and Sampan, 28.5cm diameter. 

£50-100
174 Two Chinese blue and white porcelain jars and 

covers, Qing Dynasty, approximately 17cm high, 
decorated with pavilions in a river landscape, 
together with two other covers. 
£40-80

175 A Japanese Satsuma pottery dish, late 19th/ 
early 20th century, chrysanthemum-shaped and 
decorated with Lohan figures and dragon, 
signed, 24.5cm diameter. 
£40-80

176 A pair of Japanese Satsuma pottery blue ground 
vases, late 19th century, decorated with panels 
of Lohan, Bijin and children, of tapered 
cylindrical form with horizontal bands of stylised 
bamboo detail, 30.5cm diameter. 
£80-120

177 A Japanese silver wire work blue ground vase, 
late 19th century, decorated with prunus 
blossom and other flowers, 12cm high. 
£50-100

178 A Japanese black ground cloisonne bottle vase, 
early 20th century, decorated with ball flowers, 
18cm high, together with a Japanese blue and 
white porcelain teapot and cover, 11cm high. 
£40-80

179 A Chinese bronzed figure of a plantation worker 
with carrying poles suspending two baskets, 
14cm high. 
£20-50

180 A pair of Persian white metal and enamel twin-
handled vases, late 19th century, decorated with 
panels of flowers and birds divided by panels of 
arabesque, 22cm high to top of handle, gross 
weight 16 troy oz. 
£100-200

181 A Chinese bronze cong vase, late 19th/ early 
20th century, decorated with panels of birds in 
flight amidst cloud scrolls, together with the eight 
Buddhist Trigrams, 20.5cm high. 
£100-200

182 A Chinese bronze bell with incised character 
decoration, overall 13cm high, diameter at base 
15cm. 
£30-80

183 A Chinese dark wood vase/ bowl stand, early 
20th century, the circular base section raised on 
three scroll carved supports, circular base 
section 12.5cm diameter, inner diameter 9.5cm 
x 14cm high. 
£20-50

184 Six assorted Chinese snuff bottles and stoppers, 
to include a porcelain example decorated in iron 
red with lady in a rickshaw to one side, scholar 
on donkey with attendant to the other, with 
green-coloured stone stopper, 7.5cm high; a 
porcelain snuff bottle decorated with a lady on 
each side with green stone stopper, three 
character mark, 6.5cm high; a porcelain snuff 
bottle decorated in relief with a dragon with blue 
glazed porcelain stopper, 5.5cm high; and three 
other assorted carved snuff bottles, one 
imitating cinnabar lacquer, the other two off-
white imitating ivory. 
£50-100

185 An early 20th century Art Deco style bronze 
figure of a child, on mottled pink and white 
marble plinth, the bronze with green-coloured 
patina, overall 9.5cm high. 
£30-70

185A Three vintage hammers and two leather working 
tools together with four diamond-tipped glass 
cutters, two with wooden handles, two with 
brass handles. 
£30-70

185B A box of assorted brass pocket watch gauges, 
tools, etc. 
£40-80

185C A box of assorted nurses watches. 
£40-80

185D A box of assorted vintage compasses, and a 
boxed 'Map Measure'. 
£30-70

185E A box of assorted vintage military brass buttons. 
£40-80

185F A box of assorted ladies vintage manual wind 
wristwatches by various makers. 
£40-80

185G A collection of assorted novelty ring watches, 
various makers. 
£40-80

185H Two silver gilt and enamel Masonic medals, 
Withington Lodge 6406, and another yellow 
metal and enamel Masonic medal Lodge No. 
8762 Pride of Leuchars. 
£40-80
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185I A collection of assorted General Service brass 
buttons. 
£30-70

185J An antique circular boxed hydrometer with spirit 
bubbles for density of liquids, inscribed on paper 
label on the underside of cover 'Made and Sold 
Wholesale and Retail by James Corte, 
Glasgow'. 
£40-80

186 A Chinese porcelain footed shallow dish, the 
underside decorated with dragon, fish and other 
sea-dwelling creatures on an incised ground, 
iron red seal mark, 9.5cm diameter x 3cm high. 
£20-50

187 A Chinese bronze censer of circular form with 
two upright handles, raised on three pronged 
feet, with incised decoration of flowers and other 
Chinese motifs, apocryphal four-character seal 
mark, 14cm diameter x 13cm high, 1124 grams. 
£50-100

188 A Chinese Canton enamel circular dish, Qing 
Dynasty, decorated with a mountain landscape 
with pine trees, pavilions, scholar on horseback 
crossing a bridge with attendant, the reverse 
decorated with a blue & white dragon roundel 
within a border of cloud scrolls, 26cm diameter. 
£150-300

189 A pair of Eastern brass bottle vases, decorated 
with birds, flowers and scrolls on a black-
coloured ground, 20th century, 25cm high. 
£30-70

190 A pair of Chinese porcelain dishes, late 19th/ 
early 20th century, decorated with bamboo, ruyi 
fungus and poems, 13.5cm diameter. 
£40-80

191 A Baccarat crystal caviar bowl formed in three 
pieces, the glass with etched marks and vertical 
fluted detail, 17cm diameter x 8.5cm high. 
£70-150

192 A George III style oak wall mounted candle box, 
38cm high. 
£30-70

193 Hamilton & Inches, Edinburgh, an early 20th 
century chinoiserie decorated square strut clock, 
inscribed on the chapter ring, 20cm square. 
£70-150

193A A Jaeger LeCoultre Atmos clock, 22.5cm high x 
18cm wide. 
£300-500

193B A Mamluk Revival Islamic silver inlaid brass box, 
the tapering hinged cover with central panel of 
Kufic Scripts and borders of richly decorated 
entwined strap-work motifs, with engraved brass 
hinges and a hasp clasp, 15cm wide x 10cm 
deep. 
£80-120

193C A box of assorted coins to include copper mining 
token, Moresby, Cumberland circa 1720's, 
British silver coins, etc. 
£50-80

193D A late 18th century mahogany circular box with 
label for 'Jas Corte, Glasgow' containing 
hydrostatic glass bubbles to prove spirits, the 
bubbles numbered to correspond to the chart 
with whisky, rum, spirit of wine, etc. 
Footnote: for further information on this 
ingenious device see 'The Spirit of the Age' by 
Brian McDonough, National Trust for Scotland 
2018'. 
£50-100

193E A collection of Royal Mint proof coins to include 
a boxed set of fifteen commemorative £2 coins; 
a 'Collector Pack £2 Coin Edition' containing 
sixteen assorted £2 commemorative coins; a 
boxed ' Last Round Pound' 2016 UK silver proof 
£1 coin; 'Countdown to London 2012' £5 brilliant 
uncirculated coin; '2008 United Kingdom 
Olympic Games Handover Ceremony' £2 coin; 
'London 2012 Handover to Rio' commemorative 
£2 coin; Beatrix Potter commemorative 50p, 
Charles Dickens 200th anniversary celebration 
£2 commemorative coin; 1926 - 2006 Queen 
Elizabeth II 80th birthday crown, limited edition; 
Festival of Britain 1951 commemorative crown; 
various other crowns and commemorative coins. 

£100-200
194 A pair of Sheffield plate bottle stands with grape 

and vine leaf rims, 18cm diameter. 
£30-70

195 A Muller Freres, Luneville cameo glass dish, 
decorated with lakeside village and figures, 
bearing marks to underside, 25cm diameter. 
£100-200

196 A Japanese bronze vase, late 19th / early 20th 
century, decorated in relief with bamboo, 
flowering branch and two birds, three-character 
mark to base, 28cm high. 
£70-150
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197 An antique Italian Maiolica Albarello pottery dry 
drug jar, decorated in manganese and cobalt 
blue, probably 18th century, 19.5cm high. 
£100-200

198 Alexander Ritchie of Iona, a Scottish Arts & 
Crafts brass wall sconce, the rectangular back 
embossed with galleon and stylised foliage over 
a rectangular tray supporting a single candle 
sconce, 23.5cm high x 15cm wide. 
£150-300

199 An early 20th century brass desk stand, 
stamped marks 'WT&S', 25.5cm wide. 
£40-80

200 A group of mainly early 19th century Scottish 
hand-written letters and documents relating to 
Elgin, Banff, Aberdeenshire and Edinburgh. 
£100-200

201 Six 19th century Scottish 'Game Duty' tax 
certificates, 1838, 1839, 1840, 1842, 1843 and 
1845 relating to the District of Elgin. 
£20-50

202 A Victorian patent document 1871, John Jex 
long, for 'Improvements in machinery processes 
and apparatus to be used in the manufacture of 
matches and other similar articles', No.1401. 
£40-80

203 An 18th century registered contract between the 
Earls of Airlie and William Duff, dated 18th June 
1711, ink on paper, two vellum documents, one 
dated 1763, the other 1740, and a 17th century 
charter by King Charles I to George Bowmaker, 
dated 1st March 1634, ink on paper. 
£40-80

204 Railwayana - a group of facsimile plans, 
Edmondson's Patent Railway Ticket Printing 
Machine, Train engine of the London and 
Southwestern railway, and another and 
Edmondson's Railway Ticket Counting Machine. 

£10-30
204A Thomas Stevens, a woven silk picture 'The 

Good Old Days', together with a printed silk 
panel depicting the flags of United Kingdon, 
France, Russia, and Belgium, centred by a 
military commander, etc. 
£20-50

204B One volume of papers relating to the proceeding 
of Her Majesty's Naval Forces at Canton. With 
appendix, presented to both Houses of 
Parliament by command of Her Majesty 1857, 
London, printed by 'Harrison & Sons'. 
£80-120

204C Local interest: one volume 'History of the Royal 
Perth Golfing Society' by John S. G. Blair, 2007, 
printed by David Winter & Son, Dundee, 
together with a 'Christies Scotland Early Golfing 
Equipment, Pictures and Memorabilia' auction 
catalogue to include property from the Royal 
Perth Golfing Society, Glasgow July 7 1998. 
£20-50

205 *Withdrawn*

206 'The Works of Shakespeare' in nine volumes, 
leather bound, 1744, London. 
£40-80

207 A Royal Worcester figure modelled by F G 
Doughty 'The Parakeet', no.3087, together with 
a Royal Worcester figure of a Robin, no.3197, 
and a Nuthatch No.3334. 
£20-50

208 An antique continental cobalt blue glass 
decanter, with polychrome decoration of a figure 
holding a glass, with white metal stopper, 
14.5cm high. 
£30-70

209 A Bohemian amber flashed clear glass goblet 
and cover, decorated with three wheel-cut 
panels, huntsman and hound, two game birds 
and bird standing on a branch, 27.5cm high. 
£50-100

210 A Meissen porcelain cabinet plate with hand-
painted spray of colourful flowers within a richly 
gilded shell and scroll border, 27cm diameter. 
£40-80

211 Daum, Nancy, four orange and purple glass 
conical shaped liqueur glasses, wheel-cut 
marks, 7.5cm high. 
£70-150

212 Sabino, Paris, an opalescent clear and frosted 
glass bowl moulded with brambles and foliage, 
20.5cm diameter. 
£30-70

213 A Ruskin pottery souffle glaze vase, mottled 
yellow, blue, white and green, stamped marks 
'Ruskin' dated 1930 and incised marks 'W 
Howson Taylor', 19.5cm high. 
£50-100

214 A pair of late 19th century Bohemian opaque 
white overlaid ruby glass vases, decorated with 
colourful panels of flowers and foliage, divided 
by panels of diamond cut detail on a richly gilded 
foliate scroll ground, 34.5cm high. 
£150-300
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215 Three Victorian dessert plates, 23.5cm 
diameter, decorated in shallow relief with 
flowering branches and insects, pattern 
No.9804, impressed Victorian registration marks 
together with a similar comport plate lacking 
column. 
£20-50

216 A gilt metal mounted cobalt blue pottery sewing 
casket, decorated with transfer printed panels of 
courting couple, landscape views and foliate 
sprays, the interior with satin cloth lining, 11cm 
wide, together with a gilt metal mounted green 
ceramic rectangular shaped casket, the cover 
with printed decoration of 18th century lady and 
attendant male, 11cm wide. 
£50-100

217 An early 20th century clear glass champagne 
coupe, 11cm high, together with an antique 
glass measuring jug, 11.5cm high. 
£20-50

218 A late 19th century Bohemian opaque white 
overlaid green glass vase, decorated with 
colourful panels of flowers and foliage, divided 
by diamond cut panels on a richly gilded green 
glass ground, 33cm high. 
£100-200

219 A Herend porcelain circular pierced box and 
cover, decorated with flowers and foliage, 8cm 
high. 
£20-50

220 Fishing interest: Jess Miller antique 'Fishing 
Tackle Hardy Reels' catalogue, signed 'Best 
Wishes Jess Miller'. 
£20-50

221 Fishing interest: six assorted fishing reels to 
include J.W. Young & Sons; two Predex reels 
each in a brown leather case; a Condex reel; a 
Rapier reel, and two J.S. Sharpe, Aberdeen 
Aquarex MKII fishing reels. 
£50-100

222 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd England, the 
Zenith fishing reel in brown leather case. 
£50-100

223 Fishing interest; Hardy Bros. Ltd, Alnwick, the 
Patent 'Perfect' fishing reel, 10.5cm diameter, in 
brown leather pouch. 
£50-100

224 Fishing interest: a collection of fifteen assorted 
Hardy Bros. Ltd fishing reel spools. 
£50-100

225 Fishing interest: two S. Allcock & Co. Ltd, 
Redditch, England fishing reels, both inscribed 
'The Marvel Reel', together with J.W. Young & 
Sons 'Beaudex' fishing reel. 
£30-70

226 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd England, the 
'St Andrew' fishing reel in brown 'Hardy of 
Alnwick' case. 
£50-100

227 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd, England, the 
'St Andrew' fishing reel in brown 'Hardy of 
Alnwick' case. 
£50-100

228 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd, England, 'The 
Perfect No.4' fishing reel in brown 'Hardy of 
Alnwick' case. 
£50-100

229 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd, England, 'The 
Perfect No. 4½' fishing reel. 
£50-100

230 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd, 'The Perfect 
3½' fishing reel in original Hardy of Alnwick 
case. 
£50-100

231 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd, the 'St. John' 
MKII fishing reel in 'Hardy Bros.' black and gilt 
case, together with a Hardy Bros. Ltd the 'St. 
John 3⅞' fishing reel in brown leather pouch. 
£50-100

232 Fishing interest: Jones Maker 111 Jermyn St. 
London, a brass fishing reel, 10cm diameter. 
Ivory Act 2018 (2022) compliant with non-
transferable APHA registration, reference 
31TF41VX. 
£40-80

233 Fishing interest: a vintage Daiwa 'Millionmax' 
spinning reel. 
£30-70

234 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd, the 'Perfect 
3⅞' fishing reel in brown leather bag, together 
with a Hardy Bros. Ltd the 'Perfect 3⅞ Taupo' 
fishing reel in original brown 'Hardy of Alnwick' 
case. 
£50-100

235 Fishing interest: Hardy Bros. Ltd, the 'St George 
3¾ MKII' fishing reel in brown leather bag. 
£50-100

236 Fishing interest: Hardy's Alnwick the 'Hardy's 
Patent Uniqua' fishing reel in associated brown 
canvas case. 
£40-80
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237 Fishing interest: a collection of eight assorted 
Ambassadeur fishing reels to include 9000, 
6000, 5000, NO5000, 6000C, NO6000, 
NO6000, and 6000C. 
£100-200

238 Fishing interest: four assorted fishing reels to 
include two 'Edgar Sealey 'Flyluxe'; a C. Farlow 
& Co. London fishing reel, and one other. 
£50-100

239 Fishing interest: three various Hardy's canvas 
rod sleeves, and one other. 
£20-50

240 Fishing interest: four Farlow's London fishing 
reels, to include one 'Python 4" N' reel, and 
three 'Cobra 3½" W' reels, together with a 
Farlow's branded case, and a Shakespeare 
case. 
£50-100

241 Fishing interest: a collection of assorted fishing 
reel spools. 
£40-80

242 Fishing interest: three assorted fishing reels to 
include a boxed Penn 'Super Mariner No.49' 
reel; a Nordic 'Topper No.35' reel, and a 'Penn 
920' reel, together with a Sea Angler line holder 
case. 
£30-70

243 Fishing interest: three spinning reels to include 
'Cardinal 57 Abu; Sweden' reel, 'Mitchell 400 
High Speed' reel; 'Mitchell 410 High Speed', and 
two spools. 
£40-80

244 Fishing interest: six J.W. Young & Sons 
'Beaudex' fishing reels of assorted size, together 
with a J.W. Young reel case and a brown canvas 
reel case. 
£40-80

245 An early 20th century wooden draughts board 
with pull-out slide containing twenty-four 
draughts, together with box of complete set of 
chess pieces, the white king stamped 'Jaques, 
London'. 
£20-50

246 Box of assorted powder compacts to include 
various examples by Stratton, Vogue Vanities, 
etc. 
£20-50

247 A basket of assorted tobacco pipes to include 
examples by Loewe London, Tilshead, Jobey, 
Old Briar etc. 
£40-80

248 A gold-coloured jewellery box containing 
assorted costume jewellery to include bangles, 
bracelets, earrings, watches, necklaces, 
brooches etc. 
£20-50

249 A vintage Dunhill humidor 8-pipe rack holder 
together with a vintage mahogany Dunhill 
London tobacco humidor. 
£50-100

250 A basket of assorted tobacco pipes to include 
examples by Jack Miller London, Lorenzo, A. 
Peterson of Ireland etc. 
£40-80

251 Two vintage wooden storage boxes, one marked 
'Stag Clock Golf' on underside of lid, both 
containing various Roman numeral Clock Golf 
Lawn markers and a single vintage golf ball. 
£20-50

252 A group of five assorted antique coloured glass 
German Kugel Christmas baubles, the largest 
approximately 14.5cm diameter. 
£40-80

253 Conchology Interest - a small box containing 
four shell specimens, a starfish specimen and a 
rock geode. 
£20-50

254 A late 19th century French M1874 Gras 
bayonet, the solid brass pommel with press stud 
and external spring locking mechanism, 
mounted to a wooden grip/ handle, the steel 
cross guard with three circular marks, B?. R. T., 
two letters followed by 76618, the blade with two 
circular marks bearing illegible letters, the spine 
of the blade engraved with French name 
(possibly Étienne) and date 1882. 
£30-70

255 A 1796 pattern British Infantry Officer's sword 
and scabbard, with single edged blade, etched 
details picked out in gilt. 
£100-200

256 A cavalry sword (no scabbard). 
£40-80

257 A vintage brass Neoclassical style door knocker. 

£10-30
258 A Mappin oak and checker banded inlaid mantel 

clock with Roman numeral dial raised on four 
brass bun feet. 
£20-50
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259 An Edwardian mahogany inlaid mantle clock 
with Roman numeral dial, raised on four brass 
bun feet 
£20-50

260 A reproduction Edwardian style mahogany and 
inlaid break-arch mantle clock with Arabic 
numeral dial and twin train movement, the case 
raised on four brass bun feet. 
£10-30

261 A silver topped glass oil/ vinegar bottle, together 
with mixed plated ware to include hexagonal 
storage box, floral rimmed wine coaster, toast 
rack, milk jug, and bottle stand with pierced 
detail. 
£20-50

262 A group of plated items comprising circular dish, 
three teaspoons, a shaped spoon, an incised 
cigarette box, a shell-shaped photo frame, a 
letter opener, and an Eastern oil lamp. 
£20-50

263 Six bottles of Chateau Montrose Grand Cru 
Classé 1996. 
£300-500

264 A group of whiskies comprising a 1 litre 
Auchentoshan single malt aged 12 years for 
Cunard's Queen Elizabeth II; a 100cl whisky 
pure malt Queen Mary II; Alexander Muir and 
Son Ltd, blended Scotch whisky aged 15 years 
for Cecil Aldins Grand National Series; a 75cl 
Bells Fine Old Scotch Whisky, 12 year old; a 5cl 
dimple fine old original deluxe scotch whisky, 15
 years old; together with a 75cl of Premus 
Bordeaux 1996 No. 75404. 
£50-100

265 Four bottles of assorted alcohol comprising 75cl 
Chassaux et Fils, Costières de Nimes 2019; 
75cl La Bieille Eglise Cotes du Marmandais 
2019; 75cl Gordons sloe gin liqueur, and 375ml 
Brown Brothers Orange Muscat & Flora 2011. 
£20-50

265A A collection of Scottish whisky to include The 
Glenfiddich aged 8yrs old, Glenmorangie Single 
Highland Malt 10yrs old in presentation tin, two 
presentation Glenlivet 12yrs old single malts, 
Classic Golf Courses of Scotland, one 
Carnoustie the other Muirfield, a boxed Johnnie 
Walker Black Label 12yrs old and a boxed Bells 
Extra Special Old Scotch Whisky Christmas 
1991. 
£50-100

265B A boxed bottle of The Macallan Single Highland 
Malt Scotch Whisky, 10yrs old, matured in 
sherrywood, 40% Vol, 70cl. 
£200-300

266 A vintage brass table bell, with a turned wooden 
handle. 
£10-30

267 A pair of antique binoculars by C. P. Goerz, 
Berlin 
£10-30

268 A vintage Lloca Rapid camera, with 45mm lens 
in a fitted leather case. 
£10-30

269 An antique miniature cast iron iron. 
£20-50

270 A taxidermy of tawny owl, mounted in a domed 
glass display case. 
£50-100

271 A collection of diecast military and other vehicles 
to include examples by Lesney, Corgi, etc. 
£20-50

272 One volume of 'The Salmon Fly: How to Dress It 
and How to Use it' by Geo. M. Kelson. 
£20-50

273 A vintage 'Tri-Tactics' board game, 'the 
fascinating tactical game of land, sea and air' by 
H. P. Gibson & Son Ltd., together with six 
volumes of 'The First Year of the War in 
Pictures' by Odhams Press Ltd., Long Acre, 
London, W.C.2. 
£20-50

274 A group of three books comprising one volume 
'Scots Heraldry, A Practical Handbook - The 
Historical Principals and Modern Application of 
the Art & Science' by Thomas Innes of Learney, 
published by Oliver & Boyd, Edinburgh; one 
volume 'The Manual of Heraldry - A Concise 
Description of the Several Terms Used, and 
Containing a Dictionary of Every Designation in 
the Science with 350 Illustrations', published by 
john Grant, Edinburgh and edited by Francis J. 
Grant, W.S.; and one volume 'An Ordinary of 
Arms - Contained in the Public Register of all 
Arms & Bearings in Scotland' by James Balfour 
Paul, published by William Green & Sons, 
Edinburgh. 
£20-50
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275 A collection of Hardy's fishing books and 
catalogues comprising one volume 'Salmon 
Fishing' by John James Hardy, one volume 
'Hardy's Anglers Guide 54th Edition, one volume 
'Hardy's Fishing Tackle Guide', one volume 
'Hardy's Anglers Guide & Catalogue 64th 
Edition', one volume 'The House of Hardy, 
Anglers Guide & Catalogue 1965', one volume 
'Hardy's Book of Fishing', and one volume 
'Hardy's 2012 Fly Fishing Guide'. 
£40-80

276 One volume of 'The Prize Bible', 'Told in simple 
words, chiefly from the sacred texts and 
illustrated with beautiful pictures', printed by 
Strangeways & Sons, London. 
£20-50

277 Six volumes of 'The History of Scotland', 
volumes one to four translated from the Latin of 
George Buchanan with notes, and 'A 
Continuation to the Union in the Reign of Queen 
Anne' by James Aikman Esq., with volumes five 
and six being 'The Union to the Abolition of the 
Heritable Jurisdictions in MDCCXLVIII' by John 
Struthers, all published by Blackie, Fullarton & 
Co., Glasgow. 
£20-50

278 One volume of the 'New Chaffers Marks and 
Monograms on Pottery and Porcelain, 14th 
Edition', edited by F. Litchfield assisted by R. L. 
Hobson, and Dr. J. Brinckmann, published by 
William Reeves; together with one volume 
'Scottish Gold and Silver Work' by Ian Finlay, 
published by Chatto and Windus, London. 
£10-30

279 One volume of Coleridge's 'Ancient Mariner' 
illustrated by J. Noel Paton R.S.A. 
£20-50

280 A picture postcard album containing various 
novelty postcards, together with another 
postcard album containing postcards depicting 
various architectural structures/ buildings, 
landscape scenes, people, transportation, etc, 
together with a Stanley Gibbons stamp album 
containing stamps of various countries. 
£30-70

281 A 20th century oil lamp with opaque pink frilled 
rim shade, twin adjustable burner, the adjustors 
marked with galleons above a floral decorated 
green glass font on a black and brass reeded 
column mounted to circular base. 
£100-200

282 A 20th century oil lamp with opaque glass 
shade, twin British Made adjustors above a blue 
glass font, mounted to a single reeded column 
on a circular embossed base. 
£100-200

283 A 20th century oil lamp (lacking shade) the 
burner with twin adjustors stamped 'Duplex' 
above a pink glass font, raised on a brass 
Corinthian column, together with another 20th 
century oil lamp (lacking shade) the burner with 
twin adjustors stamped 'Youngs Special' above 
a cut glass font raised on a reeded column with 
square shaped base. 
£100-200

284 A 20th century oil lamp with frosted glass shade, 
the burner with twin adjustors stamped 'Duplex, 
British Made' above a clear cut glass font raised 
on a reeded column with circular base. 
£50-100

285 A vintage button accordion by Hohner, made in 
Germany, with additional mark 'Marca 
Registrada'. 
£30-70

286 A WMF Art Nouveau pewter vase in the form of 
swirling irises with classical figure, stamped 
'WMFB' with two other marks on foot of rim 
(lacking glass liner). 
£40-80

287 An antique brass embossed jardiniere decorated 
with various animals and Kufic script. 
£20-50

288 An antique sextant in a fitted wooden case, the 
case with engraved metal plaque 'W. McKenzie 
Ayr Scotland', additionally both sextant and box 
stamped 'M602'. 
£50-100

289 A J. Swift & Son London brass mounted 
microscope inscribed 'ARMY', in original fitted 
case of which the door has the military arrow 
logo, circa 1915. 
£40-80

290 A 19th century walnut stationary box, the twin 
door opening to multiple storage compartments, 
containing two brass-topped inkwells and a 
wooden rule, the reverse side of the doors with 
space for letters. 
£40-80

291 A group of eight assorted painted shield-shape 
crests for various military regiments and clans. 
£10-30
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292 A 19th century mahogany two-division tea 
caddy, lacking internal covers, together with a 
19th century sarcophagus-shaped storage box 
with red velvet lined interior and raised on four 
bun feet. 
£20-50

293 A bronzed figure of a Roman commander 
leaning on a square plinth beside an urn, 
mounted on a wooden plinth base. 
£100-200

294 A pair of Chinese porcelain famille rose jars and 
covers, late 19th / early 20th century, decorated 
with peony and character marks, 40cm high. 
£100-200

295 A 19th century Wedgwood creamware part 
dinner to include two circular plates, a smaller 
circular side plate, a tureen and cover with 
spoon, and an oval dish decorated with a border 
of foliage and a lion crest with initials. 
£30-70

296 A collection of Eastern brassware to include a 
rectangular shaped serving tray, two tankards 
and a carving set. 
£10-30

297 A Poole pottery Galaxy pattern vase, 20cm high. 

£20-50
298 An early 20th century French cameo art glass 

vase, decorated with fruit vines in a mottled 
orange and navy colourway of tapered form with 
footed base, 40cm high. 
£80-120

299 A large antique hand-painted tea canister, the 
green ground decorated with a Chinese figure 
and foliage, approx. 44cm high. 
£50-100

300 A group of antique ceramics to include an 
Ironstone Stoke Works Japan pattern soup 
plate, a pair of Burleigh Ware Willow pattern 
octagonal dishes, a Japan pattern cup and 
saucer, a Masons Ironstone Mandalay pattern 
jug etc. 
£30-70

301 A late 19th/ early 20th century Samson porcelain 
punch bowl, the exterior decorated with a 
repeating border of floral ribbons, and the 
interior with inscription 'A GOOD DRINK AND A 
GOOD SONG'. 
£40-80

302 A Masons Ironstone Japan pattern part dinner 
set, by Dublin retailer Higginbotham & Sons, 
Sackville Street, Dublin, comprising tureens, 
dish and ashet, together with a Wedgwood 
Athena pattern oval ashet, and a Copeland & 
Garrett late Spode blue and white bowl 
decorated with figures and cattle in a river 
landscape. 
£20-50

303 A group of Dunmore pottery comprising a 
turquoise-blue glazed Art Nouveau style twin-
handled vase; a blue glazed pottery vase; a red 
glazed vase, and a part tea service comprising 
serving tray, two cups, two saucers, teapot, twin-
handled sugar bowl and cream jug, with 
stamped marks. 
£40-80

304 A group of mixed ceramics, pottery and 
porcelain to include a 19th century Scottish trio 
of a cup, saucer and plate with hand-painted 
panels of landscape views; a transfer printed 
bowl in the Santa Claus pattern; a transfer 
printed mug , decorated with 'The Young 
Sportsman' and 'Faithful Fido'; a pair of Toby 
jugs; a salt glazed flask, and two salt glazed 
money banks, one in the form of a chest of 
drawers, the other a boot, together with a cow 
printed mug and a stoneware crook. 
£40-80

305 A Continental porcelain group comprising two 
breakfast cups, three saucers and a milk jug, all 
with floral details and painted marks on 
underside. 
£10-30

306 A Clematis part tea set with gilded borders and 
floral details, pattern No. 9529, registration No. 
247104. 
£20-50

307 No Lot 
£1-2

308 An early 19th century English Pottery part dinner 
set, pattern No.600, comprising two shaped 
circular plates, a rounded rectangular dish and 
two oval bowls, all with relief moulded vine and 
leaf detail, together with hand-painted acorn and 
leaf borders, the two plates 21cm diameter. 
£40-80

309 A rare Dunmore wall pocket in the form of a 
toad, the underside with stamped mark, 26.5cm 
long. 
£40-80
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310 A Fenton Staffordshire Paladin China part coffee 
set comprising six coffee cans and saucers in 
the Imari colourway. 
£10-30

311 A group of eight Royal Doulton soup plates, four 
of which are slightly smaller than the others, all 
of which are white ground with a gilded border, 
pattern No. 6954. 
£10-30

312 A Doric part tea set, together with a Duchess 
part tea set, and a Crown Devon three-tier cake 
stand decorated with prancing deer. 
£20-50

313 Four pieces of cloisonne ware to include two 
vases, a plate and a circular trinket box with 
cover. 
£10-30

314 A Wedgwood of Etruria and Barlaston 
'Woodbury' pattern part dinner service. 
£10-30

315 A Coalport part tea set, pattern No. Y.2665, with 
an additional painted mark AD1750. 
£20-50

316 A large group of EP ware to include flatware, 
salvers, shaped trays, teapots, sauce boat, etc, 
together with a cased canteen of steel flatware/ 
cutlery. 
£50-100

317 A pair of Japanese Imari jardinieres, 19th 
century. 
£40-80

318 Two pieces of Highland Stoneware Scotland, 
comprising a square-shape dish decorated with 
a Scottish landscape with loch and mountains, 
together with a circular bowl decorated with 
poppies. 
£30-70

319 A Victorian hand-painted part tea set decorated 
with stylised flowers and gilded borders, pattern 
No. 6072. 
£20-50

320 A collection of late 19th century Ridgeways Old 
Derby pattern dinner ware, to include circular-
shaped plates, two oval-shaped dished, two 
square-shaped dishes, pattern No. 1704. 
£20-50

321 A group of five 19th century blue and white 
ceramics, comprising an oval Japan pattern 
ashet bordered with moths; a Japan pattern 
circular side plate; a transfer printed D. Methven 
& Sons Canova pattern soup plate; a Dresden 
pattern oval meat plate with two handles and 
pierced border, decorated with flowers, and a 
copper warming plate. 
£20-50

322 A Chinese porcelain blue and white octagonal 
shaped meat plate, Qing Dynasty, decorated 
with pavilions, willow tree and peony, 41.5cm 
wide. 
£70-150

323 A group of Chinese blue and white porcelain, 
Qing Dynasty, to include an octagonal shaped 
bowl, 36cm diameter, a near pair of small 
octagonal meat plates, 25.5cm wide, an 
octagonal plate decorated with garden of peony 
and prunus blossom, 22cm diameter, a small 
circular plate decorated with lotus, 15cm 
diameter, and a tea bowl saucer with gilded 
border, 13cm diameter. 
£50-100

324 A collection of EP flatware together with two 
table cockerels. 
£20-50

325 Two graduated Japanese Imari octagonal 
plates, late 19th century. 
£30-70

326 A group of 19th century Ironstone China 
comprising four shaped circular plates, two 
shaped oval ashets and a meat strainer pattern 
No.4769, together with an A. Bros Ironstone 
plate with impressed mark '1 / 9'?. 
£40-80

327 A group of Chinese blue and white porcelain, 
Qing Dynasty, to include a pair of plates 
decorated with pavilion in a river landscape, 
peony and birds, 23cm diameter, an octagonal 
shaped soup plate decorated with pavilions and 
figures walking on a bridge in a river landscape, 
22cm diameter and a small octagonal side plate 
decorated with pavilions in a river landscape, 
16cm diameter. 
£50-100

328 A group of Nautilus porcelain comprising a cup 
and saucer, a twin-handled tri-footed cauldron, a 
twin-handled urn, a shaped plate and a shaped 
oval planter, all with gilded borders and floral 
details. 
£40-80
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329 A pair of Chinese blue and white porcelain oval 
shaped dishes, Qing Dynasty, decorated with 
gardens of rockwork, willow, peony and 
chrysanthemum, 34.5cm wide. 
£70-150

330 A Royal Crown Derby shaped circular bowl, 
pattern No.2451 RD.16892, together with a 
Royal Crown Derby pin dish in the old Imari 
pattern colourway. 
£40-80

331 A 19th century blue and white transfer printed 
tureen stand 'Moditonham House', 38cm wide. 
£10-30

332 A late 19th / early 20th century Japanese 
cloisonne bowl, decorated with dragons, 30cm 
diameter, the underside with four character mark 
within red square border, together with another 
later cloisonne bowl, 12.5cm diameter. 
£40-80

333 A pair of late 19th century Wrythen blue glass 
bells with clear glass handles, lacking clappers, 
31cm high. 
£10-30

334 A late 19th century Hammersley & Co part 
teaset, pattern No.12854. 
£20-50

335 A large continental ceramic figure of a cockerel. 
£20-50

336 A group of late 19th / early 20th century 
Japanese ceramics comprising a blue and white 
shaped circular shallow plate decorated with 
peony, birds and mixed foliage, a blue and white 
shaped circular shallow plate with pierced 
border decorated with a peacock and peony, a 
blue and white circular side plate decorated with 
two dragons contesting a pearl, an Imari 
patterned punch bowl, a shaped circular Imari 
shallow plate, and a shaped oval Imari dish. 
£50-100

337 A Shelley part teaset, the underside with 
retailers mark for 'Lawleys, Regent Street', 
pattern No.12216. 
£40-80

338 A collection of assorted glassware comprising 
decanters, glasses and bowl. 
£20-50

339 A collection of EPNS to include a pair of bottle 
stands, a shaped circular footed dish inscribed 
'Merchiston Castle Games Drop-Kick first prize 
A. M. Fairweather 1914', entree dishes etc. 
£30-70

340 An early 20th century hand-painted basin by 
Blanche Roger, the bowl decorated with various 
flowers, the underside with painted marks 'B.R. 
1929', 38cm diameter, together with a new hive 
shaped box and cover decorated by the same 
hand. 
£20-50

341 A group of mixed Chinese/ Japanese ware, to 
include two Chinese hardwood stands, five 
assorted fans, and a wooden circular revolving 
hors d'oeuvre dish and cover. 
£20-50

342 A collection of EPNS items to include mixed 
flatware, water jug, circular dishes, etc. 
£20-50

343 A collection of 19th century and later brass 
ware, to include a Dutch embossed brass 
storage box, 31.5cm, two pairs of brass 
candlesticks, a twin-handled urn, etc. 
£40-80

344 A large collection of antique pewter ware to 
include a pair of candlesticks, tankards, tappit 
hens, circular serving trays, etc. 
£100-200

345 A collection of assorted pipe holders to include 
examples by Dunhill London, Calabresi, 
Marcello Fantoni, etc. 
£50-100

346 Three 18th century salt glazed plates, a 19th 
century transfer printed mug decorated with 
birds and fruit, together with a blue and white 
transfer printed oval-shaped ashet. 
£30-70

347 A collection of mixed Shelley teaware, to include 
parts with registration No.735121, and others 
stamped 'Late Foley', overall including ten cups, 
nine saucers, two larger saucers, sixteen side 
plates, one larger side plate, seven pudding 
bowls, coffee pot and cover, sugar bowl, cream 
jug, four large plates, square cake plate, shallow 
bowl, two graduated rectangular shaped dishes. 
£20-50

348 A collection of Maling together with a small 
collection of Edinburgh Crystal and a hand-
painted teapot. 
£40-80

349 A set of early 20th century English made 
weighing scales. 
£10-30

350 A collection of assorted glassware comprising 
three jugs, a decanter and a lamp. 
£10-30
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351 A collection of antique pewter ware to include 
four tankards, and two tumblers. 
£10-30

352 A blue tinted long necked bottle vase with swan 
formed stopper, together with five assorted hock 
glasses. 
£10-30

352A A 19th century blue and white willow pattern 
hors-d'œuvres dish set within a twin-handled 
mahogany serving tray. 
£50-100

353 A group of assorted glassware comprising four 
glass vases, two ice plates, jar and cover, and 
three finger plates. 
£20-50

354 Four pieces of 19th century blue and white 
printed ware comprising a Riley Cannon Hall 
Yorkshire blue and white transfer printed circular 
footed dish, a Riley's shaped dish with transfer 
printed decoration of pyramids and figure with 
camel, a Worcestershire Spetchley pattern twin-
handled tureen stand, and a willow pattern 
tureen lid. 
£30-70

355 A turned wooden lazy Susan, together with a 
wooden book rest. 
£10-30

356 A late 19th century walnut and ebonised desk 
stand, together with a late 19th century 
rosewood brass bound storage box, the plaque 
inscribed 'Jane'; a late 19th century rosewood 
and brass bound writing slope, the internal 
structure lacking slope, and a late 19th century 
walnut writing slope. 
£40-80

357 Two graduated carved wooden storage boxes, 
together with two graduated lacquered boxes 
with all-over floral design. 
£20-50

358 Fishing interest: a 20th century canteen 
containing assorted fishing lures, weights, flies, 
ties, etc. 
£30-70

359 A Victorian blue and white five-piece wash set, 
decorated with stylised flowers and pictorial 
panels of a boat house on a loch, together with a 
Victorian transfer printed two piece wash set 
comprising ewer and basin, decorated with 
poppy pattern. 
£20-50

360 An antique cased set of stops, dies, and taps, 
'Witworth Standard Thread'. 
£20-50

361 A 19th century mahogany and brass hand-
driven bellows, together with an early 20th 
century brass embossed bellows depicting a bar 
scene. 
£20-50

362 A late 19th century oak cased Hammond 
typewriter by the 'Hammond Typewriter 
Company, New York' 
£150-300

363 Two mid-20th century wooden Balinese carved 
figural busts, together with a similar nude female 
figure. 
£20-50

364 An antique oak wall-mounted Western Electric 
telephone made in the USA. 
£20-50

365 A collection of assorted late 19th century part 
wash sets. 
£30-70

366 A 19th century and later rosewood and mother-
of-pearl inlaid sewing box, together with another 
19th century walnut and mother-of-pearl inlaid 
sewing box. 
£30-70

367 Four assorted glass storage jars and covers, the 
smallest cylindrical stamped on the underside 
'BRITISH MADE'. 
£10-30

368 A studio pottery pitcher, the underside with 
stamp mark for 'Argyll Pottery' (slightly faded/ 
worn). 
£10-30

369 A 20th century inlaid backgammon folding 
games board, containing white and black games 
pieces within. 
£20-50

370 A white and black enamelled twin-handled flour 
canister and cover. 
£10-30

371 A mid-20th century copper table lamp, with 
chrome lever switch and hinged light, 
approximately 38cm high. 
£20-50

372 A large collection of copper and brass ware to 
include a copper helmet-shaped fuel bin, a brass 
fuel bin, a brass bed warming pan, planters, etc. 
£50-100
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373 A group of eight framed engravings of tree 
studies, after Jessie M. King. 
£10-30

374 An antique Singer sewing machine, serial 
number Y6281622. 
£10-30

375 Three assorted brass chamber sticks, together 
with a pair of brass ejector candle sticks. 
£10-30

376 A group of porcelain comprising a Crown 
Staffordshire bird figure group modelled by J. T. 
Jones; a Chelsea style twin figure group of a 
pair of parrots; a Continental twin-handled floral 
encrusted vase and cover with pictorial panels, 
and a figure of a hooded lady carrying a basket 
with recumbent dog. 
£40-80

377 A large collection of antique copper lustre jugs, 
etc. 
£30-70

377A A collection of silver plated flatware/ cutlery 
together with horn-handled servers. 
£20-50

378 A Shelley part tea set RD No. 272101. 
£20-50

378A A collection of Beatrix Potter porcelain figures 
comprising a Beswick Miss Rabbit and Bunnies, 
a Beswick Hunca Munca, a Royal Doulton Miss 
Tiggywinkle, a Royal Doulton Jemima 
Puddleduck a Royal Albert Tom Kitten and 
Butterfly, a collection of Goebel miniature plates 
in original boxes, together with a Quimper of 
France plate decorated with flowers and bird, a 
Hammersley Lady Patricia pattern dish, a 
Masons Ironstone shallow bowl, a Copeland 
Spode Thelma pattern plate, a group of 
Nymphenburg porcelain comprising two plates, 
two cups and two saucers, etc. 
£20-50

379 Militaria interest: a Glengarry with white metal 
pin badge inscribed 'UTCUNQUE PLACUERIT 
DEO'; a beret with white metal pin badge 
inscribed 'PRO REGE ET PATRIA', and another 
beret with white metal pin badge inscribed ' 
ARGYLL AND SUTHERLAND'. 
£20-50

380 A group of nine Royal Doulton lady figures 
comprising 'Valerie' HN2107; 'Happy 
Anniversary' HN3097; 'Tess' HN2865; 'Top O' 
The Hill' HN1834; 'Elyse' HN2429; 'Cissie' 
HN1809; 'The Forest Glade Giselle' HN2140; 
'Spring Flowers' HN1807; 'Daffy 'Down' Dilly' 
HN1712; together with a Coalport lady figure 
'Judith Ann'. 
£40-80

381 A large Lladro figure group of two children in a 
sleigh being pulled by a dog, model No. 5037. 
£50-100

382 Whisky advertising interest: a MACNISH 
SCOTCH WHISKIES table calendar. 
£10-30

383 A bronzed Art Deco style figure of a dancer, 
together with two replica resin tassies, one of 
David Hume, the other Adam Smith, and a resin 
carved tusk. 
£20-50

384 Tribal art: a carved wooden ancestor figure in 
the manner of 'Tino Aitu' 48cm high, together 
with another carved tribal figure 50.5cm high, 
and a decorative facemask. 
£20-50

385 Whisky Advertising Interest - J. & W. Hardie Ltd, 
Edinburgh, Scotland, The "Antiquary" De Luxe 
Old Scotch Whisky table calendar. 
£20-50

386 An Art Deco Smiths mantle clock with Roman 
numeral dial and twin train movement with 
presentation plaque inscribed 'Presented to F W 
Rodger Esq, OBE, by the Anstruther and District 
Branch of the NFU of Scotland, in recognition of 
his 25 years service on the Council, 17th 
February 1959', together with another mantle 
clock. 
£10-30

387 A late Victorian cut glass claret jug with 
engraved EP mounts and griffin handle, together 
with a cut glass EP mounted dressing table jar. 
£20-50

388 A nest of six EP stacking dram beakers, by 
McKay & Chisholm of Edinburgh, in fitted leather 
case, together with an EP oval twin handled 
drinks tray. 
£20-50

389 A 19th century Scottish apprentice-made 
stained, scumbled pine kist with lift-out interior 
fitted tray, 32.5cm wide x 19.5cm high x 21.5cm 
deep. 
£40-80
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390 An antique brass bell with Latin inscription 
'AQVILA', 'ACNVS', 'PELICANVS', 'LEO', 
mounted on a wooden plinth with brass hanger 
in the form of a griffin. 
£30-70

391 An early 20th century Carl Zeiss Jena brass 
microscope, No.63460 in mahogany fitted case 
with brass handle, the case fitted with two slide-
out compartments containing additional lenses. 
£40-80

392 A 20th century blonde wood and metal bound 
Chinese vanity box, the hinged top with 
adjustable mirror above two cupboard doors 
opening to two short drawers above a long 
drawer. 
£30-70

393 An 19th century rosewood and mother of pearl 
sewing box, together with a 19th century 
mahogany four handled serving tray and an 
antique mahogany twin handled serving tray 
with needlework centre panel under glaze. 
£40-80

394 An antique brass samovar. 
£30-70

395 One Volume 'English & Scottish Wrought Iron 
Work' by Bailey Scott Murphy, Architect: 'a 
series of examples of English ironwork of the 
best periods, most of the examples now existing 
in Scotland with descriptive text, containing 
sixty-eight plates of measured drawings 
supplemented by seventy-two collotype 
reproductions of photographs'. 
£10-30

396 A Victorian hand-painted part tea set with floral 
details and richly gilded borders, pattern No. 
2723. 
£50-100

397 An antique Cairo Ware brass planter of tapered 
cylindrical form with incised details and pierced 
accents. 
£20-50

398 A collection of cased flatware comprising a 
cased set of teaspoons and sugar tongs, a 
cased set of six coffee spoons with black circular 
terminals, a cased set of six butter knives, a 
cased of six 'Dykehead' genuine Scottish horn 
egg spoons, a horn handled twin serving set 
retailed buy 'Kirk & Matz', and a boxed set of six 
Viners stainless steel teaspoons. 
£10-30

398A Medical interest: two antique mahogany cased 
lancet/ scalpel sets, together with a Joseph 
Roger lancet/ scalpel in its fitted case. 
£20-50

398B A collection of antique and vintage spectacles, 
to include examples by J Lizars of Edinburgh, 
Brown of Glasgow, John Trotter Ltd of Glasgow, 
etc 
£20-50

398C A box of assorted items to include antique 
scales and weights, wooden and brass bound 
rulers, etc. 
£10-30

399 A boxed Corinthian bagatelle board as supplied 
to 'HM The King, HRH Prince of Wales and 
Many Members of the Royal Family'. 
£10-30

400 A green ground Chinese porcelain jar with gilded 
decoration converted to a table lamp, (probably 
early 20th century). 
£30-70

401 An antique brass and leather bound single draw 
telescope in two parts, inscribed 'D McGregor, 
Greenock & Glasgow Day or Night', in a fitted 
wooden case. 
£50-100

401A A Tasco 37ZB/37ZBC zoom spotting scope, 18-
36x50mm, in original fitted hard case. 
£20-50

402 A group of seven assorted table lamps to 
include two oak barley twist lamps, a mahogany 
reeded lamp, a pair of mahogany lamps, and 
two brass lamps. 
£50-100

403 A vintage pith type helmet, the interior with label 
marked 'Vietnam'. 
£10-30

404 An antique bronze dinner gong and beater. 
£40-80

404A An early 20th century Chinese porcelain 
emperor figure, 46cm high. 
£30-70

404B A collection of art glass paperweights to include 
a millefiori paperweight, various Caithness 
paperweights, etc . 
£30-70

404C A collection of assorted trinket box to include 
examples by ‘Halcyon Days’ etc. 
£10-30
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405 Two Victorian Doulton Gloire-de-Dijon pattern 
part wash sets RD No. 307815. 
£20-50

406 After Victor Russeau, two spelter figures each 
with brass plaque 'Les Lilas Par Russeau', and 
'Les Cerises Par Russeau'. 
£20-50

407 An early 20th century brass lantern clock with 
Roman numeral dial and twin train movement 
striking on a bell. 
£30-70

408 An early 20th century Bulpitt & Sons, 
Birmingham 1914, brass lantern. 
£30-70

409 A pair of Aubusson style cushions with floral 
decoration. 
£40-80

409A Four Oka red velvet upholstered cushions. 
£40-80

410 A box of 19th century and later part teasets to 
include examples by Paragon, Crown 
Staffordshire, Gainsborough, etc. 
£10-30

411 A collection of EPNS ware to include 
candlesticks, sauce boats, toast racks, teapot, 
etc 
£20-50

412 Two boxes - containing a part Crown Ducal 
'Rosalie' pattern dinner set. 
£10-30

413 Box - assorted EP flatware to include two cased 
serving sets, and a cased horn-handled carving 
set. 
£20-50

414 Two boxes - mixed wares to include a collection 
of Victorian hand-painted cabinet plates 
decorated with butterflies and flowers, the 
underside with painted mark of a ladybird on a 
branch, part fruit sets, glassware, etc. 
£40-80

415 Two boxes - containing assorted part dinner sets 
to include Portmeirion 'Botanical Garden', Royal 
Worcester 'Evesham', etc. 
£20-50

416 Box - mainly EPNS ware to include teapot, toast 
rack, etc, and a pewter teapot. 
£20-50

417 Box - decorative pictures, prints and engravings 
of various subject matter to include botanics, 
figures, men on horseback, etc. 
£20-50

418 Box - decorative pictures and prints to include a 
print titled 'Early Morning, Crail' by Douglas 
Phillips No.221, two paintings of dogs by John F 
Martin, etc. 
£10-30

419 Two boxes containing assorted jewellery boxes. 
£20-50

419A Box - assorted glassware. 
£10-30

420 A box of decorative watercolours by various 
artists, to include Carolyn Anstice; two by Guy 
Todd; three by C. Insh, etc. 
£20-50

421 A box of assorted decorative pictures and prints 
by various artists, to include two decorative 
landscapes of Scottish coastal scenes with 
mountains in the background. 
£10-30

422 A box of decorative pictures and prints to include 
a fisherman's map of salmon pools on lower part 
of the River Tay; a needlework sampler for 
Elizabeth II 1953, etc. 
£20-50

423 Two boxes of mixed ceramic animal figures to 
include a Beswick Dachshund, Sylvac rabbits, 
etc 
£30-70

424 Two boxes of assorted glassware to include 
decanters, lamps, etc. 
£10-30

425 Two boxes of mainly mixed tea ware to include a 
Susie Cooper production Crown Works Burslem 
part tea set; Crown Staffordshire part tea set, 
Duchess part tea set, and stainless steel 
flatware, etc. 
£20-50

426 A box of assorted Diecast and other toy 
vehicles, to include a Corgi Major Toys 
International 6x6 Truck; a Dinky Supertoys 
Leyland Octopus; a Dinky Supertoys Foden; a 
Dinky Supertoys Bedford Pullmore car 
transporter; a Dinky Toys Brinks armoured car; a 
Dinky Toys Aston Martin; a Spot-On Models by 
Triang LWB Land Rover, and a small collection 
of Hornby 00 gauge items, etc. 
£50-100

427 Two boxes of assorted mixed items to include a 
cased model of the RMS Mauretania; a Jaguar 
car mascot mounted on a wooden plinth; glass 
paperweights; Carlton part tea set; apothecary 
jars (lacking covers), etc. 
£20-50
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428 A box containing assorted spelter and resin 
horse figures to include two jockeys on 
horseback from the 'Juliana Collection', and 
three pieces of metalwork to include a tri-footed 
stand with thistle details; a teapot and a stand. 
£20-50

429 Nautical interest: a box containing various plans, 
technical drawings, maps, etc relating to the 
development at Hunterston in Glasgow of the 
seaport; plans of river basins and docks; the 
coastal navigation of super tankers and their 
pilotage alongside jetties, and various others. 
£20-50

430 Nautical interest: a large collection of mainly 
20th century pilot charts/ survey maps relating to 
the seas and waterways of the UK, together with 
a collection of books to include a 'Guide to the 
Collision Rules' by A. N. Cockcroft; a complete 
set of nautical tables with explanations of their 
use by J W Norie, and two books on Alt-Azimuth 
Tables. 
£20-50

431 Two boxes containing two Booths dragon 
pattern part tea/ dinner sets one blue, the other 
green. 
£10-30

432 Three boxes of assorted mixed ceramics to 
include examples by Villeroy & Boch, Poole, 
Collingwood, etc. 
£20-50

433 A box of mixed items to include a money bank in 
the form of a bird; deer antlers mounted on a 
wooden shield; assorted napery, etc. 
£10-30

434 A box containing assorted Picquot Ware part tea 
sets. 
£40-80

435 Two boxes containing a Royal Doulton Rose 
Elegans part tea/ dinner set. 
£10-30

436 A box of mixed items to include bellows, fire 
dogs, pair of brass candlesticks, an antique hog 
grate with Victorian lozenge mark. 
£40-80

437 Two boxes of mixed items to include ceramic 
horse figures, glassware, sporran, mirror, books, 
a jersey for the Triple Crown 1990 Grand Slam, 
etc. 
£20-50

438 Two boxes containing a collection of ceramic 
jelly moulds and various ashets, etc. 
£40-80

439 A box of assorted art reference books. 
£20-50

440 A box containing four assorted Victorian 
chamber pots. 
£20-50

441 A box of assorted books, mainly militaria 
interest. 
£20-50

442 Advertising interest; a collection of Home Pride 
flour advertising items to include multiple 'Fred' 
storage containers. 
£10-30

443 A box of mixed items to include studio pottery 
vase, Paragon part tea set, metal quaiches, etc. 
£10-30

444 A box of assorted glassware. 
£10-30

445 Two boxes of assorted military model aircraft 
and ships. 
£10-30

446 A box of assorted teaware to include examples 
by New Chelsea, Sandon, Royal Crown Derby, 
Hammersley, etc. 
£10-30

447 A box of assorted books to include 'The 
Wonders of Spain', 'Scotland Mapping the 
Island', 'Greek Wonder Tales', etc, and a boxed 
McDonald's Rotary Hat Iron. 
£10-30

448 Two boxes of assorted glassware. 
£10-30

449 A box of assorted books, mainly shooting 
interest to include 'The Natural History of Sport 
in Scotland With Rod & Gun' by Tom Speedy; 
'The Shotgun' by MacDonald Hastings; 'Volume 
One - Pistols and Revolvers' and 'Volume Two - 
Rifles' by WHB Smith; 'Rough Shooting' by P.C. 
Wren; 'In the Gun Room' by Major Gerald 
Burrard D.S.O., R.F.A. (retired), etc. 
£20-50

450 A box of assorted books mainly fishing interest 
to include 'The Art of Salmon Fishing' by Jock 
Scott; 'Salmon and Seat Trout Fishing' by 
Charles Bingham; 'The Shell Book of Angling' 
edited by Richard Walker, etc. 
£20-50

451 A box containing a Royal Worcester Woodland 
pattern part dinner set, etc. 
£10-30
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452 Two boxes of assorted books on various 
subjects to include five volumes of 'The Second 
World War' by Winston S. Churchill published by 
Cassell; 'Diana, Her True Story in Her Own 
Words' by Andrew Morton; 'Foreign Currency 
Trading', etc 
£20-50

453 A boxed of mixed items to include a brass 
carriage clock, two resin figures of dogs, Shell 
coin collections, a Chinese hardwood stand, etc. 

£10-30
454 A box containing assorted digital camcorders, 

etc, to include a Samsung VP-L6108MM 
camcorder; a Sony HDR-HC5E camcorder; a 
Sony DCR-SR37E camcorder; a Panasonic 
VHS-C Movie camera in a fitted hard case, and 
Camlink Stereo Video Processor VMX2000. 
£20-50

455 Two boxes - assorted glassware. 
£10-30

456 Two boxes - assorted mixed wares to include a 
Victor England cast metal bookrest, a wooden 
fruit bowl containing carved wooden fruits by 
M&M Ferko, a copper kettle etc. 
£20-50

457 Two boxes - assorted part tea / dinner wares to 
include a Booths Flora Dora part dinner set, a 
Royal Cauldon Victoria part dinner set etc. 
£10-30

458 Two boxes - mixed ceramics and cabinet plates 
to include examples from the Crown 
Staffordshire Peking series, Susan Beresford 
Wildlife of Britain series, a Royal Copenhagen 
pin dish decorated with a kingfisher etc. 
£10-30

459 Box - assorted glassware. 
£10-30

460 Two boxes - assorted vintage jigsaw puzzles, 
board games and toys. 
£20-50

461 Two boxes - assorted part tea / dinner wares to 
include Royal Doulton Grantham dinner wares, 
Copeland late Spode Chinese Rose tea / dinner 
wares, RD NO. 629599. 
£10-30

462 Fishing Interest: a collection of assorted fishing 
rods and components. 
£10-30

463 Fishing Interest: three assorted fishing rods 
comprising a Penzon Et Michel three-piece 
salmon rod, a Penzon Et Michel two-piece guide 
rod and an Ogdensmith Ltd 'The Warrior' rod. 
£30-70

464 Fishing Interest: three assorted Bruce Walker 
Hexagraph fishing rods, comprising a Bruce 12' 
salmon #7-9, a Walker 15' salmon #10-11-12, 
and a Hugh Falkus 15' 4" DT.F12 SL.11. 
£30-70

465 Fishing Interest: five assorted Hardy's Palkona 
fishing rods, to include 'The Brown Houghton', 
'The ? Regen Rod' and three others. 
£30-70

466 Fishing interest: three assorted Hardy's Fibalite 
fishing rods. 
£30-70

467 Fishing interest: seven assorted J. S. Sharpe 
"Scottie" fishing rods. 
£30-70

468 Fishing interest: five assorted Hardy's Graphite 
fishing rods. 
£30-70

469 Fishing interest: two assorted Bruce Walker 
Hexagraph fishing rods. 
£20-50

470 Fishing interest: four assorted fishing rods to 
include a two-piece Lee rod, a three piece Milbro 
Verre rod, a three-piece rod and a two-piece 
rod. 
£20-50

471 A pair of granite curling stones together with a 
book 'Ailsa Craig' by Rev. R. Lawson. 
£100-200

472 A pair of antique metal curling stones and a pair 
of antique metal curling stone handles and base 
sections. 
£70-150

473 Baird and Tatlock, a black painted metal stick 
barometer mounted on a pine rectangular back 
plate. 
£50-100

474 Andrew H. Baird of Edinburgh, a black painted 
metal stick barometer mounted on a pine 
rectangular backplate. 
£50-100

475 A Victorian carved mahogany aneroid barometer 
within elaborately carved shell and scroll 
surround. 
£50-100
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476 An early 20th century compensated circular wall 
barometer in Neoclassical style gilded frame. 
£30-70

477 A 19th century circular wall barometer with black 
and white coloured dial. 
£30-70

478 WS Ferguson, Elgin, a rosewood cased wheel 
barometer with broken scroll pediment. 
£50-100

479 19th century Scottish School 
The Tay at Weem 
oil on canvas board, indistintcly signed lower 
left, dated 1896 
34.5cm x 27cm 
£40-80

480 W. S. Tomkin (ex.b.1900-1920) 
View of a Harbour scene with a red cross 
steamer at anchor 
watercolour, signed and dated 1916 lower left 
20.5cm x 33.5cm 
£40-80

481 Late 19th / early 20th century Italian School 
Mount Vesuvius erupting 
watercolour, indistinctly signed lower right, 
possibly 'Teoppol..' (damages) 
31cm x 48.5cm, unframed 
£40-80

482 Thomas Corsan Morton (1859-1928) 
Summer street scene with figures 
watercolour, signed lower left 
25cm x 17.5cm, unframed 
£20-50

483 19th century Scottish School 
Half-length portrait of Robert Burns 
oil on board 
41.5cm x 36cm 
together with another Victorian half-length 
portrait of a girl, oil on board, 45.5cm x 30.5cm 
£50-100

484 A group of assorted watercolours, etchings and 
prints to include Amy Mary West (ex.b.1907-
1913), 'Market Scene' watercolour, 28cm x 
38cm, Ernest L. Smith, etching of a Quarry 
scene, signed in pencil, 13cm x 11.5cm, an early 
20th century watercolour caricature depicting 
Father Christmas holding out a waffle to a 
bulldog as he enters through the garden gate, 
indistinctly signed lower right, dated '18, 25cm x 
17cm and various others. 
£50-100

485 A collection of assorted Japanese woodblock 
prints to include Utagawa Hiroshige, Kuwana 
from the Series of The Tokaido 53 Stations, 
Kuwana, 17.5cm x 25cm, together with six other 
Japanese woodblock prints and five other 
decorative Japanese pictures. 
£80-120

486 W. H. Sweet 
Newlin Harbour 
watercolour, signed lower left, inscribed on 
mount 
21cm x 30cm 
together with another by Forest Niven 'Country 
Lane with trees and houses', watercolour, 
signed and dated 1908 lower left, 34.5cm x 
25cm 
£40-80

487 A group of pictures to include James McIntosh 
Patrick 'Palais des Papes, Avignon' etching, 
framed and glazed overall 26cm x 34cm, a 
watercolour after Myles Birket Foster 'Two 
female figures and children', signed with 
monogram lower left, framed and glazed 34cm x 
29cm and a photographic print after Sir William 
Russell Flint, framed and glazed 32.5cm x 
43cm. 
£40-80

488 An early 20th century wool-work picture, 
depicting a summer harvest scene with male, 
female, sheep, pig and pheasant in a landscape 
of fruiting trees and flowers, framed and glazed 
74cm x 48cm, together with an early 20th 
century silk-work picture depicting an urn issuing 
flowers and foliage, framed and glazed 54cm x 
49cm. 
£40-80

489 ARR E. Timms (Contemporary) 
Golden Eagle in flight 
oil on canvas, signed lower left 
58.5cm x 68.5cm, framed 76cm x 86cm 
£40-80

490 A. B. Johnston (19th century) 
Summer landscape with shepherd, dog and 
flock, meandering river and distant town 
watercolour, signed lower right 
36cm x 54cm, framed and glazed 57cm x 
72.5cm 
£50-100
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491 ARR William S. Clowe (20th century) 
Crisp & Cold 
watercolour, signed lower right 
32.5cm x 48cm, framed and glazed 59cm x 
76cm 
£50-100

492 A group of pictures to include J. Middleton, 
'Highland landscape with thatched cottage, 
figures and highland cattle' oil on canvas, signed 
and dated 1906 lower right, 49cm x 75cm, 
framed 62.5cm x 88cm, together with P. Harland 
Fisher, 'River scene with trees' watercolour, 
signed lower right, 24cm x 34cm, framed and 
glazed 49.5cm x 58cm and a pair of 
watercolours by W. Dees, 'Highland loch scene' 
and 'Highland river scene' both signed, framed 
and glazed 37cm x 42cm. 
£50-100

493 After L. S. Lowry (1887-1976) 
Cityscape 
photographic print with facsimile signature 
56cm x 76cm, framed and glazed 77.5cm x 
96cm 
together with a limited edition coloured print 
after James McIntosh Patrick, 'Snow covered 
landscape with haystooks', signed in pencil, 
framed and glazed 68cm x 88.5cm 
£40-80

494 ARR Henry Wilkinson (1921 - 2011) 
Retriever with Pheasant, and another Retriever 
with Duck 
coloured etchings, signed in pencil lower left and 
no.27/150 and 108/150 respectively 
both framed and glazed 48cm x 53cm and 48cm 
x 58cm respectively 
£40-80

495 ARR Elsie Aitken (20th century) 
Fieldfare 
watercolour, signed lower right 
48.5cm x 33.5cm, framed and glazed 67cm x 
52cm 
together with another by the same hand, 
'Sparrows in Spring', watercolour, inscribed 
verso, 34.5cm x 26.5cm, framed and glazed 
54cm x 44cm, and a decorative oil painting 
'Daffodils in a green jug', oil on canvas, signed 
'Mowat' lower left in gilded frame, 71.5cm x 
46.5cm. 
£40-80

496 ARR Ashton Cannel (20th century) 
Early Snow 
watercolour, signed lower right 
framed and glazed 37cm x 44cm 
and another by the same hand 'Walberswick 
Ferry, Suffolk' watercolour, signed lower right, 
framed and glazed 42cm x 53cm 
£40-80

497 Three prints to include 'The Experimental Brigs, 
H.M.Brig Espiegle, 18 Guns' framed and glazed 
51cm x 57.5cm, coloured print of Edinburgh 
from Craig Leith Quarry, framed and glazed 
45.5cm x 55.5cm, and a small print of a three 
masted clipper thats run-a-ground, framed and 
glazed 25.5cm x 33.5cm 
£40-80

498 Thomas Faed RA HRSA (1826-1900) 
She Never Told Her Love 
watercolour, signed and dated 1876 lower right 
34.5cm x 24.5cm, framed and glazed 55cm x 
45cm 
together with another by the same hand 
A Rest by the Way 
signed and dated 1875 lower left 
34.5cm x 25cm, framed and glazed 55cm x 
44.5cm 
£200-400

499 Mathieson Muir 
Ben Lomond and Loch Ard 
etching, signed in pencil 
13cm x 18cm, framed and glazed 41cm x 29cm 
£20-50

500 19th century Japanese School 
The Actor Sakata Hangoro III in the Role of the 
Villain Fujikawa Mizuemon 
woodblock print, signed 
35cm x 24.5cm, framed and glazed 65cm x 
52cm. 
£40-80

501 Utagawa Hiroshige (1797-1858) 
A woodblock print from the series 'Meisho Edo 
Hyakkei' 
34.5cm x 23cm, framed and glazed 36.5cm x 
25cm 
together with two other framed and glazed 
Japanese woodblock prints 
20.5cm x 34cm and 23cm x 35.5cm (3) 
£50-100
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502 E. M. M. after George William Joy (19th/ early 
20th century) 
Nelson's First Farewell 
oil on canvas, signed with initials lower left 
60.5cm x 40cm, framed 77.5cm x 57.5cm 
£100-200

503 A large 19th century needlework sampler, 
worked in green, red, blue and black coloured 
threads, depicting alphabet, flowers, birds, trees 
and animals surrounding a Georgian mansion 
house above a pair of mermaids flanking a 
heart, flanked by a three masted clipper and a 
stag within a border of meandering strawberries, 
57cm x 50cm, framed and glazed 67.5cm x 
60.5cm. 
£150-300

504 ARR Stirling Gillespie (1908-1993) 
Elgol Landscape, Skye and the Cuillins 
watercolour, signed lower right 
26.5cm x 36.5cm, framed and glazed 49cm x 
60cm 
£50-100

505 19th century British School 
Argyll-shire landscape with river, bridge and 
figures on path 
together with another, A view in Radnorshire 
watercolours, indistinctly signed lower right 
23cm x 43cm and 24cm x 40.5cm 
both framed and glazed, 54cm x 74.5cm 
£70-150

506 Jan Van Couver (1836-1909) 
Dordrecht, Holland 
watercolour, signed lower right, inscribed on 
label verso 
52cm x 35cm, framed and glazed 68cm x 51cm 
£50-100

507 Robert Noble RSA PPSSA (1857-1917) 
Prestonkirk by the River Tyne, East Linton 
oil on canvas, indistinctly signed lower right and 
dated '03 
88cm x 68cm, framed and glazed 104cm x 84cm 

Provenance - Sold with original bill of sale from 
Carlton Gallery, dated 2nd December 1986. 
£250-500

508 James MacCulloch RBA RSW (Fl.1863-d.1915) 
Inverlochy Castle 
watercolour, inscribed, signed and dated 1878 
lower right 
29cm x 44.5cm, framed and glazed 49.5cm x 
65cm 
£50-100

509 Rev. William Dickie (fl.1896-1928) 
A Perthshire Highland Landscape with 
meandering river and cottages 
oil on canvas, signed lower right 
32cm x 45cm, framed and glazed 49cm x 62cm 
£50-100

510 ARR Archie Williams (Contemporary) 
Snow scene 
acrylic on board, signed and dated 1989 lower 
left 
44.5cm x 59cm, framed and glazed 65cm x 
79cm 
£40-80

511 After Frank Stone 
The Last Appeal 
engraving 
65cm x 46.5cm, in glazed rosewood frame 85cm 
x 67cm 
£50-100

512 James Watterstone Herald (1859-1914) 
Summer landscape with young girl gathering 
flowers 
watercolour, signed and dated '86 lower left, the 
reverse painted with an autumnal view of a 
Chapel spire and cattle grazing 
30cm x 24cm, framed and glazed 50cm x 42cm 
£300-500

513 James Watterston Herald (1859-1914) 
Winter landscape with children playing on the 
embankment 
watercolour, signed and dated '86 lower left 
24.5cm x 17cm, framed and glazed 42.5cm x 
34cm 
£200-500

514 After Edwin Landseer RA 
On the Lookout (collie dogs) 
black and white print inscribed and bearing 
facsimile signature 
59.5cm x 73cm, framed and glazed 74cm x 
88cm 
together with another engraving after Landseer, 
Highland road with figures, ponies and stags, 
plate size 44cm x 108cm, framed and glazed 
62cm x 127cm and another hand-coloured 
engraving after W. R. Biggs, Favourite 
Chickens, Saturday morning going to market, 
50cm x 58.5cm, framed and glazed 58cm x 
67cm. 
£70-150
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515 After Cecil Aldin (1870-1935) 
The Quorn, from Billesdon Coplow and another 
The Fitzwilliam, Who-Whoop near Solom Wood 
two limited edition prints, signed in pencil, both 
numbered 33 
18.5cm x 33cm, framed and glazed 33.5cm x 
48cm 
£40-80

516 After Blaeu, the middle-part of Galloway, a 
hand-coloured map, sheet size 48cm x 58cm, 
framed and glazed 52cm x 62cm. 
£40-80

517 Alexander Kellock Brown RSA RSW RI (1849-
1922) 
Summertime, a tree lined avenue with mother 
and daughter walking 
oil on canvas, signed with initials lower left 
39cm x 54cm, in giltwood frame 65.5cm x 
80.5cm 
£150-300

518 A late 18th / early 19th century silkwork picture 
titled 'The World with all the Modern 
Discoveries', within an embroidered silkwork 
border worked in blue, green, puce and pink 
coloured threads, within bowed glass verre 
eglomise frame with giltwood surround, overall 
size 57cm x 75cm. 
£100-200

519 James Stuart Park (1862-1933) 
Still Life with Red and White Geraniums in a 
Glass Vase 
oil on canvas 
framed oval 48cm x 58cm, in giltwood frame 
66cm x 76.5cm. 
£500-800

520 William Westley Manning (British 1868 - 1954) 
'Bowl of Flowers', a still life with mixed flowers in 
a Chinese blue and white bowl 
oil on canvas, inscribed on label verso 'Royal 
Glasgow Institute', indistinctly signed lower right 
57.5cm x 68cm, framed and glazed 85cm x 
96cm. 
£200-400

521 K. Satoh (Japanese, early 20th century) 
Harbour scene with shipping and figures on the 
Quayside 
oil on canvas, signed lower left 
48.5cm x 63.5cm, framed 66cm x 81.5cm 
£100-200

522 ARR Winifred Austin RI RE (1876-1964) 
Plovers 
etching, signed in pencil lower right, inscribed 
lower left 
18.5cm x 25.5cm, framed and glazed 33.5cm x 
40.5cm 
£50-100

523 John Eaton Walker (fl.1855-1866) 
The Red Dress, half-length portrait of a lady 
holding a silver tray set with tankard, wine glass, 
apples, pear and grapes 
oil on canvas, signed lower right 
24cm x 19cm, in giltwood frame 37cm x 31.5cm 
£200-300

524 Burmese School 
Plantation Workers 
watercolour indistinctly signed lower left, 
'Maung? 91' 
32cm x 47cm 
£20-50

525 D. Cameron (late 19th century Scottish School) 
Bendochy Church and River Isla 
oil on canvas, signed lower left 
29.5cm x 44.5cm, in slip frame 34cm x 50cm 
£20-50

526 Henry G. Walker 
Big Ben, The Houses of Parliament and 
Westminster Bridge, London 
coloured etching, signed in pencil lower right 
21cm x 32cm, framed and glazed 36.5cm x 
47.5cm 
£20-50

527 ARR Edwin Smith (1912-1971) 
Accepted Tribute, portrait sketch of a lady with 
flowers 
coloured ink, signed in pencil lower right 'ES', 
inscribed on label verso 'Accepted Tribute - 
Edwin Smith - £8' 
30.5cm x 20cm, framed and glazed 39cm x 
27cm 
£80-120

528 E. H. Barlow 
Cathedral of Notre-Dame of Reims 
coloured etching, signed in pencil 
32cm x 25, framed and glazed 54cm x 41cm 
£20-50

529 Late 19th/ early 20th century Scottish School 
'East Neuk' 
oil on canvas 
59.5cm x 90cm, framed 71cm x 102cm. 
£200-400
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530 M. B. (19th century) 
'Pass of Inverfaragaigh' and another of the same 
title 
Graphite and body colour 
Inscribed lower right, signed and dated 1849 
lower left 
34cm x 51cm and 35cm x 50.5cm, both framed 
and glazed 53cm x 71cm. 
£50-100

531 Henry Morley (1868-1937) 
Autumn Ploughing scene with horses and farmer 
tending plough 
Oil on panel 
signed lower left 
28.5cm x 38.5cm, framed and glazed 56cm x 
66cm. 
£70-150

532 19th century British School 
After Jean-Baptiste Greuze 
'Innocence', a girl with a dove 
Oil on canvas 
42cm x 34cm, in giltwood frame 65cm x 57cm. 
£150-300

533 H. H. Stanton (late 19th/ early 20th century) 
Seascape with crashing waves and distant boats 

Oil on canvas, signed lower right 
49.5cm x 74.5cm, in giltwood frame 68.5cm x 
93cm. 
£150-300

534 A. Macniven (19th century) 
Highland loch scene with ruined castle and 
figures fishing on a loch 
Oil on canvas, signed and dated '91 lower left 
24cm x 34cm, in gilded frame 44cm x 53.5cm. 
£50-80

535 Alexander Kellock Brown RSA RSW RI (1849-
1922) 
'The Fisherman' 
Watercolour, signed with initials lower left 
22cm x 33cm, framed and glazed 40.5cm x 
50.5cm 
£50-80

536 19th century European School 
'Cascade de Chede' 
graphite and body colour, inscribed and dated 
1828, signed with initials lower right 
13cm x 11cm 
£50-100

537 A pair of 19th century silk-work pictures, both 
oval, one depicting shepherdess with crook and 
lamb, the other a girl seated in a garden holding 
a fan, in giltwood frames, overall size 30cm x 
24cm. 
£40-80

538 Thomas Swift Hutton (1865 - 1935) 
'St Mary's Island' 
Watercolour, signed lower left 
15.5cm x 23cm, framed and glazed 35cm x 
42cm 
£50-100

539 An early 20th century walnut wall mirror with 
domed top 63cm x 38cm, together with two 
Georgian style fret-cut wall mirrors 170.5cm x 
42.5cm, the other small example 47.5cm x 
29cm. 
£50-100

540 A 19th century giltwood wall mirror, the frieze set 
with balls supported by acanthus carved reeded 
columns enclosing a bevelled mirror plate, 
overall size 101cm x 79cm. 
£100-200

541 An early 20th century pewter mounted oval 
bevelled wall mirror, with embossed foliate and 
scroll detail, 55cm x 80cm 
£20-50

542 A George III style mahogany and parcel gilt fret-
cut wall mirror with pierced surmount and shell 
carved apron enclosing a rectangular bevelled 
mirror plate, 105cm x 54cm, together with 
another similar smaller example, 79cm x 56cm. 
£50-100

543 An Edwardian mahogany, boxwood lined and 
checker strung oval bevelled wall mirror, 59cm x 
84cm. 
£20-50

544 A pair of George III style mahogany and parcel 
gilt fret-cut wall mirrors, the tops with pierced 
foliate roundel, the aprons carved with shell 
detail, 88cm x 48cm. 
£50-100

545 An early 20th century mahogany shield-shaped 
wall mirror, 41.5cm x 32cm. 
£20-50

546 A rosewood framed rectangular wall mirror 
44.5cm x 53cm; together with a pair of gilt 
framed oval wall mirrors 62cm x 51cm; a larger 
rosewood framed rectangular wall mirror 68cm x 
79cm, and an oval bevelled wall mirror 55cm x 
40cm. 
£100-200
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547 A gilt framed oval bevelled wall mirror with shell 
and scroll surmount 74cm x 37cm, together with 
another gilt framed oval bevelled wall mirror 
52cm x 41cm. 
£20-50

548 A decorative stained and leaded glass 
rectangular wall mirror 50cm x 60cm. 
£20-50

549 A George III style mahogany fret-cut wall mirror 
59cm x 50cm. 
£20-50

550 A 19th century Milners patent safe, key present, 
in working order. 
£40-80

551 An antique mahogany postmans alarm type 
weight-driven wall clock, the pink and white dial 
with Roman numerals and separate brass 
Arabic numeral hour marker. 
£40-80

552 A group of six assorted table lamps and shades. 

£20-50
553 An antique oak mirror back sideboard of 

serpentine form with mottled red, white and grey 
marble top. 
£40-80

554 A group of three decorative maritime prints 
comprising a limited edition print 'Cherburg 
Bound, Titanic mid-channel afternoon of April 
10th 1912' No.122/150 by Simon Fisher, a 
Cunard advertising print 'Europe-America fastest 
ocean service in the world' and a picture collage 
of the RMS Titanic with various images and 
history of events. 
£20-50

555 A reproduction two part curved bookcase, the 
upper section with three astragal glazed doors 
above a base with three cupboard doors. 
£50-100

556 A pair of modern open bookcases with 
adjustable shelves. 
£20-50

557 A large group of decorative pictures and prints, 
mainly equestrian and dog interest. 
£20-50

558 A 19th century stained pine chest of two short 
over two long graduated drawers, with brass 
shell cup handles. 
£40-80

559 A green Dunmore pottery pedestal decorated 
with borders of leaves and berries, 79.5cm high, 
together with a yellow Dunmore pottery 
pedestal, 78.5cm high, both stamped. 
£40-80

560 A late 19th century mahogany washstand, the 
circular bevelled glass mirror mounted to a 
raised gallery back with three tile insert above a 
single frieze drawer with open recess below, the 
front supports of turned cylindrical form and all 
four supports with brass and brown ceramic 
castors. 
£30-70

561 An Arts & Crafts copper embossed slipper box. 
£20-50

562 An antique pine chest of two short over two long 
graduated drawers. 
£40-80

563 A group of furniture comprising a George III 
mahogany square backed chair, a late 19th 
century mahogany dining chair, an oak bureau, 
a late 19th century mahogany standard lamp 
and another standard lamp. 
£40-80

564 A pair of clear faceted tables lamps and shades. 

£30-70
565 A pair of 20th century white ceramic table lamps 

and shades. 
£30-70

566 A 19th century walnut and inlaid mirror back 
credenza, the mirror back with surmount of 
carved floral detail centred with urn, the mirror 
flanked by two small shelves above a base 
topped with white and black mottled marble, the 
base fitted with a central cupboard door flanked 
by two mirrored cupboard doors, approximately 
222cm high x 172cm wide x 50cm deep. 
£100-200

567 An antique mahogany rolltop desk. 
£30-70

568 A modern black angle poise lamp. 
£10-30

569 A 20th century Parker Knoll two-seat sofa of 
neat proportions in burnt orange coloured 
upholstery. 
£70-150
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570 An early 20th century oak and embossed leather 
cabinet on stand with retailers plaque 'Ray and 
Miles Liverpool, House Furnishers and 
Decorators', the upper section with central 
cupboard door opening to an upper single frieze 
drawer with open recess below, and flanked by 
two cupboard doors all centred with embossed 
figural detail, on a base of two short drawers 
raised on six turned supports united by 
rectangular stretchers. 
£100-200

571 A Chinese dark wood gaming table, Qing 
Dynasty, the detachable rectangular top with 
faux bamboo carved edge and pierced frieze of 
bamboo foliage and birds on a folding X-frame 
base simulating bamboo, 76cm wide x 67.5cm 
high x 50cm deep. 
£200-300

572 A collection of mid-century Ladderax comprising 
four 201cm upright sections, six long shelves, 
104cm wide and ten shorter shelves, 74cm wide 
(five of which have a 3cm x 5.5cm section cut 
out to accommodate a pipe as seen in 
accompanying photographs) and twenty-one 
short metal supports and twelve long metal 
supports. 
£100-200

573 An 19th century bachelors chest of drawers, of 
neat proportions with four graduated drawers, 
61.5cm high x 58.5cm wide x 38cm, together 
with a Georgion style mahogany chest of four 
long graduated drawers. 
£100-150

574 A 19th century mahogany dining table, the 
central drop leaf section with gate legs and six 
turned cylindrical supports with brass cups and 
casters, flanked by two D-ends raised on 
pedestal support, overall length 301cm, together 
with fourteen 19th century assorted dining chairs 
to include two sets of four dining chairs, two 
carvers and two matching dining chairs, and two 
others. 
£250-500

575 A late 19th century walnut occasional table 
raised on four turned supports united by a H-
shaped stretcher, together with a shaped square 
two-tier table. 
£20-50

576 A late 19th century mahogany duet piano stool 
with velvet upholstered hinged top. 
£30-70

577 A late 19th century mahogany snap-top table, 
raised on a turned cylindrical column with three 
downswept supports, together with a set of five 
Victorian mahogany balloon back dining chairs. 
£20-50

578 A box of decorative pictures and prints to include 
a sepia toned picture of HMS Warspite; a print of 
the Royal naval prison, Malta 1867; a print of 
'The Encampment of the Fourth (Kings Own) 
Regiment, Malta 1865'; two decorative prints of 
ladies, etc. 
£10-30

579 An Edwardian mahogany and checker banded 
inlaid mirror-back dressing table, the oval 
bevelled glass mirror plate mounted to a 
serpentine form shelf centred with a single frieze 
drawer, above two short over one long drawer, 
raised on four square tapered supports with 
brass casters. 
£20-50

580 A 20th century white Anglepoise lamp. 
£20-50

581 A late 19th century mahogany towel rail with 
acorn finials. 
£20-50

582 A 19th century oak carved settle, the hinged 
seat opening to a storage compartment. 
£50-100

583 An oak Arts & Crafts side cabinet, the glazed 
centre panel flanked by two cupboard doors with 
brass handles and hinges, with glazed side 
panels and raised on four shaped supports, in 
the manner of Mouseman. 
£200-300

584 A late 19th century mahogany dressing table 
mirror with two turned upright supports. 
£20-50

585 A 19th century mahogany fuel bin, together with 
a brass set of fire implements with horse head 
finials and another set of fire implements. 
£20-50

586 A collection of assorted riding crops together 
with brass handled walking cane. 
£30-70

587 An early 20th century oak bookcase with two 
glazed sliding doors and three adjustable 
shelves, raised on four square bracket feet. 
£50-100

588 A 19th century mahogany drop-leaf gate leg 
table. 
£20-50
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589 A 19th century oak carved dressing table mirror 
of arched form. 
£40-80

590 A 19th century armchair with floral seat cover, 
together with another 19th century armchair with 
floral seat cover. 
£70-150

591 A 20th century mahogany chaise longue, with 
blue upholstery, the fabric with vine decoration 
and white tri-formed petalled flowers, raised on 
four turned supports with brass cups and 
casters. 
£100-200

592 A group of five assorted vintage walking canes 
to include a horn handled walking cane with 
silver collar, a vintage parasol and a vintage 
Slazengers of London lacrosse racket. 
£20-50

593 An 19th century burr walnut and boxwood lined 
writing table, the upper section with three 
quarter brass gallery, three short drawers and 
open recess below, the top with navy leather 
with gilded borders above two short drawers 
raised on four turned and tapered cylindrical 
supports. 
£150-250

594 A late 19th century dome top storage trunk with 
all-over needlework upholstery and studded 
accents, the sides with campaign style handles, 
opening to a fully upholstered interior decorated 
with exotic birds and foliage. 
£30-70

595 A 20th century light oak revolving office style 
chair. 
£10-30

596 A late 19th century drop-leaf occasional table, 
raised on four tapered cylindrical supports with 
pad feet, an Edwardian mahogany and inlaid 
Sutherland table, the gate legs with brass cups 
and brown ceramic castors, together with a 
reproduction sofa table of neat proportions. 
£20-50

597 A late 19th century mahogany chest of four long 
graduated drawers. 
£50-100

598 Three assorted modern wall mirrors. 
£10-30

599 A late 18th/ early 19th century carved oak kist, 
70cm high x 133cm wide x 58cm deep. 
£100-200

600 An antique horn handled walking cane with fish 
carved and painted detail to handle, inscribed 
'John Blain' together with a vintage shooting 
rest. 
£10-30

601 A late 19th century Gillow walnut supper chair 
with green upholstery decorated with cherubs, 
urns, flowers etc, raised on turned supports with 
brass caps and casters, stamped 'GILLOW'. 
£100-200

602 A vintage camel stool. 
£10-30

603 A group of six 19th century mahogany dining 
chairs with needlework upholstered drop-in seat 
cushions. 
£50-100

604 A 19th century cast metal parasol / stick stand, 
the reverse with Victorian lozenge mark and 
additional No.20. 
£30-70

605 A George III reproduction oak two-part dresser, 
the upper section with moulded cornice above 
three plate shelves, the lower section centred 
with single drawer above open arched recess, 
flanked by two rows of short drawers with open 
recessed below, raised on six supports. 
£100-200

606 A pair of walnut bedside cabinets with open 
recesses above cupboard doors. 
£10-30

607 A 19th century mahogany oval snap top table, 
together with four Victorian mahogany balloon 
back dining chairs. 
£30-70

608 An antique mahogany cane back armchair. 
£20-50

609 A George III style mahogany three-tier dumb-
waiter, raised on three downswept supports with 
claw and ball feet. 
£40-80

610 A group of occasional furniture comprising a 
mahogany shaped circular wine table raised on 
three downswept supports with claw and ball 
feet, an Edwardian mahogany and inlaid square 
topped occasional table raised on four square 
tapered columns with spade feet, a mahogany 
standard lamp and a reproduction mahogany 
lamp table. 
£40-80
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611 A late 19th/ early 20th century two seat sofa with 
floral seat cover, raised on four square tapered 
supports with brass castors. 
£40-80

612 A George III century mahogany bachelor's chest 
of drawers with pull-out slide above four long 
graduated drawers raised on four bracket feet. 
£80-120

613 A late 19th century mahogany hanging corner 
cupboard with astragal glazed door. 
£10-30

614 Three assorted late 19th century upholstered 
chairs. 
£30-70

615 A brass clock dial by Henry Deene of Honiton, 
the dial with Roman numeral chapter ring and 
Arabic numeral minute markers with subsidiary 
seconds dial and subsidiary date aperture, the 
twin train movement striking on a bell, together 
with pendulum bob and pendulum feather, and 
winder. 
£40-80

616 A late 19th / early 20th century wing back 
armchair with red velvet upholstery, the front 
supports of claw and ball form, with metal and 
ceramic castors. 
£40-80

617 A late 18th / early 19th century oak side table 
with single frieze drawer raised on four tapered 
cylindrical support with pad feet, together with a 
late 18th / early 19th century oak bench, the 
turned cylindrical supports united by rectangular 
stretchers. 
£50-100

618 A group of occasional furniture to include a 19th 
century oak octagonal table (cut down into two 
separate console tables) a luggage rack, a 
hostess trolley, a carved plant stand, carved 
grotesque surmount, a wooden step-ladder, a 
square topped occasional table and a tray table. 

£20-50
619 A group of furniture comprising a 19th century 

oval nest of three tables, a blonde wood gossip 
chair, a two tier tri-leg circular table and a 
modern pine magazine rack. 
£20-50

620 A late 19th/ early 20th century mahogany 
longcase clock, the break-arch hood with oval 
pierced side panels, the front with reeded canted 
quarters, the rectangular trunk with astragal 
glazed door on a plinth base, raised on four 
shaped supports, the silvered dial and chapter 
ring with Roman numerals and silent strike 
mechanisms on the flanks, the twin train 
movement striking on a Westminster chime, 
three weights, pendulum, winder, 94cm high. 
£100-200

621 A late 19th century mahogany longcase clock, 
Alex Low, Arbroath, the hood with broken swan 
neck pediment, with three brass ball finials 
topped with spires, the front flanked with turned 
full columns, the rectangular trunk with half 
columns flanking a rectangular curved door with 
shaped moulding above topped with acorn, on a 
plinth base, the brass dial with figural spandrels, 
silvered chapter ring with Roman numeral dial 
and Arabic five minute markers with silvered 
subsidiary seconds dial and silvered date dial 
below, the arch with moon phase, the twin train 
movement striking on a coiled gong, two 
weights, pendulum, 222cm high. 
£100-200

622 A group of furniture to include a mahogany 
cheval mirror, a nest of three tables, a bedside 
chest of three drawers, a Pembroke table, a 
torchère and a coffee table. 
£20-50

623 An antique needlework upholstered stool 
together with an antique needlework 
upholstered curved footstool. 
£10-30

624 An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid two part 
corner cupboard, the upper section with two 
astragal glazed doors, above a lower section of 
two cupboard doors. 
£30-70

625 A group of decorative pictures and prints to 
include a photographic print titled 'The 18th 
Green at Royal Ancient Golf Club, St Andrews' 
by Barry, two etchings 'The Graduation Hall, St 
Andrews' and 'St Marys College, St Andrews' by 
James Connell, a print of the University of 
Vienna, etc. 
£10-30
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626 A 19th century teak and brass bound two-part 
secretaire campaign chest, the secretaire top 
with fall-front opening to a central cupboard door 
flanked by four open recesses above two short 
drawers over one long drawer, all above a single 
long drawer on a base of two long drawers, the 
handles replaced with brass pull handles, 
together with a bag of loose brass handles. 
£80-120

627 A pair of 19th century mahogany rectangular 
topped wine tables, raised on tapered cylindrical 
with three reeded downswept supports. 
£30-70

628 A LG HD flatscreen TV. 
£10-30

629 A 19th century mahogany fall-front bureau, the 
fall-front opening to a fitted interior with 
cupboard door flanked by five open recesses 
with three short drawers above one long drawer 
with a green baize, above four long graduated 
drawers raised on bracket feet. 
£40-80

630 A group of three 19th century mahogany wall 
mirrors comprising a large oval bevelled glass 
mirror, a rectangular bevelled glass mirror and a 
tall bevelled glass mirror. 
£20-50

631 A Danish mid-century dark wood drop-leaf table, 
designed by Kurt A Stervig, together with a set 
of six Vamdrup Stolefabrik dark wood dining 
chairs, Made in Denmark. 
£500-800

632 A 19th century mahogany bowfront sideboard, 
centred with single frieze drawer and flanked on 
both sides by two cupboard doors. 
£80-120

633 A pair of 19th century mahogany ladder-back 
dining chairs with drop-in upholstered seat 
cushions. 
£20-50

634 A 19th century velvet upholstered tub chair, 
raised on four square tapered supports with 
brass cups and ceramic castors. 
£30-70

635 A Japanese blue and white stick stand 
containing assorted walking canes, parasols and 
shooting rest. 
£20-50

636 A 19th century mahogany corner cupboard with 
broken swan neck pediment and astragal glazed 
door. 
£20-50

637 A 19th century stained carved oak corner 
cupboard, the surmount carved with a crown 
above three arrows united by a ribbon and 
flanked by thistles, above a carved single door 
centred with a figure holding an axe, bordered 
with foliage. 
£30-70

638 A pair of Art Nouveau style wrought iron lights. 
£20-50

639 A reproduction walnut kneehole desk, centred 
with single frieze drawer and flanked on both 
sides by two short graduated drawers, raised on 
four downswept with pad feet, a mahogany 
footstool with four downswept supports with pad 
feet and floral upholstered drop-in seat cushion 
together with a gilt triplex dressing table mirror. 
£20-50

640 A pine tuck box with black painted detail. 
£20-50

641 A pair of stained mahogany canework back 
armchairs with velvet upholstered seats. 
£20-50

642 A 19th century mahogany bureau bookcase, the 
upper section with twin astragal glazed doors, 
resting on a base with a fall-front opening to a 
fitted interior, centred with a cupboard door 
flanked on both sides by four open recesses 
above two short over one long drawer with green 
baize, and four long graduated drawers raised 
on bracket feet. 
£100-200

643 Whytock & Reid, Edinburgh, a late 19th / early 
20th century green upholstered armchair, raised 
on tapered cylindrical supports with brass cups 
and castors, with later blue ground floral printed 
loose covers. 
£150-300

643A Whytock & Reid, Edinburgh, a late 19th / early 
20th century mahogany armchair, the green 
upholstered back arms and seat raised on 
tapered square supports with brass cups and 
castors with later ivory ground floral printed 
loose covers. 
£150-300

644 A vintage wicker sewing box, raised on four 
supports united by a cross stretcher. 
£10-30

645 A stained wood Japanese Hibachi with glass 
insert and three short drawers. 
£30-70
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646 A pair of 19th century canework tub chairs, the 
front cabriole style supports terminating in claw 
and ball feet, with loose cushion seats. 
£20-50

647 A late 19th / early 20th century oak dining table 
together with six oak dining chairs with red 
upholstered seats together with oak sideboard, 
centred with two short drawers flanked by two 
cupboard doors raised on four square tapered 
supports united by an H-shaped stretcher. 
£50-100

648 An Eastern brass and carved wood folding tray 
table. 
£20-50

649 A walnut Art Deco display cabinet, centred with 
two astragal glazed cupboard doors, flanked on 
each side by cupboard doors. 
£80-120

650 An antique oak secretaire abbatant, the moulded 
cornice with secret drawer above a fall-front 
upper section, opening to a fitted interior, resting 
on a base of three long graduated drawers, the 
drawers hung on runners. 
£250-500

651 A late 19th / early 20th century wingback 
armchair with floral upholstery. 
£30-70

652 An oak Globe-Wernicke Co Ltd. sectional 
display case with four glazed tiers resting on 
single long drawer. 
£100-200

653 A coloured engraving, 'Cure-All, Winner of the 
Grand National Liverpool Steeple Chase 1845', 
engraved by J. Harris, together with two hunting 
prints. 
£20-50

654 A 20th century oak cheval mirror. 
£10-30

655 No Lot 
£1-2

656 A late 19th century mahogany wine table, 
together with a pair of late 19th / early 20th 
century shaped circular wine tables. 
£20-50

657 A 20th century oak standard lamp. 
£10-30

658 An early 20th century oak, Arts and Crafts style 
gate leg Pembroke table. 
£10-30

659 A 20th century mahogany demi-lune fold-over 
games table with four square tapered supports 
terminating in spade feet. 
£30-70

660 A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany 
cheval mirror together with a side table with 
single frieze drawer raised on four square 
tapered supports united by single shelf. 
£20-50

661 A Regency style brass fuel bin with detachable 
cover. 
£30-70

662 A late 19th century cast metal garden bench 
with wooden slats. 
£50-100

663 A pair of late 19th/ early 20th century cast metal 
garden urns, approximately 45cm diameter x 
44cm high. 
£50-100

663A A pair of white marble figure groups, 20th 
century, both carved as classical maidens, semi-
clad, one holding a corn sheath under her left 
arm, 210cm high, the other carved standing 
holding a bunch of grapes, 211cm high, both 
figures rest on rectangular shaped plinths. 
Note: this lot is being sold in situ and it will be 
the responsibility of the buyer to remove them 
from the vendors property. 
£3,000-5,000

664 An antique curling stone / counterweight, 
together with another stone counter weight. 
£20-50

665 A late 19th century fire clay garden urn, formed 
in two parts, 52cm high. 
£20-50

666 Two antique curling stones. 
£40-80

667 Two antique curling stones. 
£40-80

668 A pair of early 20th century reconstituted stone 
garden plinths, together with two early 20th 
century reconstituted stone horse busts. 
£30-70

669 A late 19th garden bench. 
£50-100

670 An oak Globe-Wernicke Co Ltd five section 
stacking bookcase. 
£100-200
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671 An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid corner chair, 
together with another Edwardian mahogany and 
inlaid armchair. 
£30-70

672 A 19th century mahogany snap-top table, raised 
on a tapered octagonal support, mounted to a 
circular base with three claw feet and metal 
castors. 
£40-80

673 An Arts & Crafts mahogany two door wall 
cabinet, by Shapland & Petter of Barnstable, 
with patinated copper strap hinges and inset 
with two panels embossed with stylised honesty 
seed pods, the lock stamped 'S&P' over 'B', with 
impressed serial number to reverse 'R921A127'. 

£100-200
674 A Regency style metal standard lamp with tri-

footed supports terminating with claw feet. 
£20-50

675 A blonde wood Eastern buffet cabinet with two 
carved doors and ring pull handles. 
£50-100

676 A 19th century oak two-part cupboard, the upper 
section with moulded cornice and two cupboard 
doors opening to four shelves, on a base of two 
banks of four graduated drawers with brass shell 
cup handles, approximately 240cm high x 
126cm wide x 54cm deep. 
£100-200

677 An Arts & Crafts mahogany chair, approximately 
80cm high. 
£20-50

678 Kitchenalia: a mid-20th century blue painted 
side cabinet with single frieze drawer above a 
single cupboard door. 
£20-50

679 A modern electronic safe, new in box. 
£20-50

680 An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid oval table, 
an Edwardian mahogany and inlaid revolving 
bookcase together with a reproduction open 
bookcase with single frieze drawer. 
£30-70

681 A late 19th century mahogany oval dressing 
table mirror on a serpentine form base centred 
with a long drawer flanked by two short drawers 
raised on bracket feet. 
£20-50

682 A group of decorative watercolours by various 
hands to include Iain Ross 'Dusk Landscape 
with birds in flight', T. Walker 'Highland loch 
scene', H. Leman 'Sailboats with mountains in 
background', Two John Fishers' 'Basking Seals 
& Arran Hills from Bute' and 'Loch Rannoch', E. 
Bicknell 'A Mountain Stream', Aubrey R Phillips 
R.W.A. P.S 'View on the Tay, Birnam' and two 
others. 
£40-80

683 An antique elm armchair, the right arm with 
hinged collapsible shelf. 
£20-50

684 A 19th century elm Windsor chair, together with 
a late 19th / early 20th century faux bamboo 
armchair with canework seat. 
£30-70

685 A late 19th / early 20th century curved wingback 
armchair with blue ground upholstery with yellow 
floral details and rope twist accents. 
£100-200

686 A green bagatelle game. 
£10-30

687 A 20th century curved back wicker armchair, the 
arms terminating with open D-shaped handles. 
£20-50

688 A 20th century blonde wood rocking chair. 
£10-30

689 A 19th century leather and metal bound travel 
trunk, the top with painted name and number 
'Major W. Steven Smith No.21' together with a 
late 19th / early 20th century large leather 
suitcase. 
£40-80

690 A mixed group of pictures, prints and advertising 
to include a print for London Underground titled 
'Highgate Pawns' by Howard Hodgkin, a print by 
Robert Slingsby 'The Midas Touch 2008', 
another titled 'Isolde Krams', a folding 
advertising board for Harry Potter and the 
Chamber of Secrets, a watercolour of a lady at 
gated entrance signed A Hampton 11.11.13, an 
abstract oil on canvas, an oil on canvas of a 
female, a rugby poster for the 2011 GFI HKFC 
Tens 23rd-24th March 2011, a newspaper 
clipping of the Caledonian Ball dancing The 
Real O'Tulloch, a framed map of China and 
Japan, and a picture frame. 
£40-80
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691 A 19th century oak two-part bookcase, the upper 
section with moulded cornice and two glazed 
doors opening to adjustable shelves, on a base 
section of two cupboard doors. 
£100-200

692 A late 19th century pot cupboard with hinged top 
and single frieze drawer raised on four square 
tapered supports together with an Edwardian 
mahogany and inlaid coffee table and a 
Victorian needlework upholstered footstool with 
floral details. 
£20-50

693 A late 19th century mahogany leaf holder. 
£50-100

694 An antique brass jardiniere stand with lion mask 
ring pull handles and embossed detail of crest 
with spiral form support, the lower section with 
three claw and ball feet mounted to circular 
base. 
£20-50

695 A 19th century mahogany and inlaid longcase 
clock, probably Miller of Perth, Scotland, the 
hood with broken swan neck pediment, with 
brass mounts and central copper and brass 
pointed finial, the front flanked with full columns 
with brass Tuscan capitols, the rectangular trunk 
with canted front quarters with rectangular door, 
on a plinth base with bracket feet, the white 
enamel dial with painted floral and fruit details, 
the Roman numeral chapter ring with Arabic 
numeral five minute markers with subsidiary 
seconds dial and date dial below, the twin train 
movement striking on a bell, with two weights, 
pendulum and winder, approximately 222cm 
high. 
£100-200

696 An oak Globe-Wernicke Co Ltd four sectional 
bookcase with single base drawer. 
£100-200

697 A late 19th/ early 20th century antique carved 
oak settle, the hinged seat opening to storage 
compartment. 
£30-70

698 A mid-century oak sideboard, by Beithcraft 
manufactured by The West of Scotland Furniture 
MFG.Coy.Ltd, Beith, Ayrshire, with leather and 
brass handles, 220cm long. 
£50-100

699 Two 20th century upholstered ottomans. 
£20-50

700 Three assorted antique needlework upholstered 
stools. 
£20-50

701 A group of three assorted 20th century travel 
cases. 
£20-50

702 A reproduction blonde wood two-part Chinese 
cabinet, the upper section with single cupboard 
door and a bank of three short drawers, the 
lower section with two short drawers, raised on 
four square supports. 
£30-70

703 A Georgian mahogany and checker-banded 
cabinet top, with two astragal glazed doors. 
£40-80

704 A 19th century mahogany childs chair on stand. 
£20-50

705 A 19th century blonde wood and ebonised 
oyster pale with brass liner and handle, 40cm 
high. 
£70-150

706 An antique brass six light chandelier. 
£40-80

707 A 20th century stained pine kidney shaped 
kneehole dressing table with floral upholstered 
cover. 
£30-70

708 A group of four paintings by various hands 
comprising a watercolour of boats on riverbank 
signed Gould 1986, a watercolour titled 'Catical 
Road, Arran' by Mary Coats, signed lower right, 
an oil on board of a Scottish harbour scene 
signed Murray lower right, and an oil on board of 
a Scottish beach scene signed K.F.Gibb '81. 
£40-80

709 A 19th century bureau, the fall front opening to a 
fitted interior above two short over three long 
graduated drawers, all with brass handles, 
raised on four bracket feet. 
£40-80

710 A pair of antique mahogany dining chairs with 
plaid upholstery. 
£20-50

711 A large collection of decorative prints to include 
a Montague Dawson titled 'The Action between 
Jabba and Constitution December 1812' and 
various others. 
£20-50
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712 A late 19th century stained wood bowfront 
sideboard, centred with a single short drawer 
above another short drawer and open recess 
below, flanked by two cupboard doors, raised on 
four downswept supports. 
£40-80

713 Three antique mahogany and inlaid chairs with 
canework seats. 
£10-30

714 A reproduction mahogany corner cupboard, the 
upper section with astragal glazed door, the 
lower section with single cupboard door, 
supported by two bracket feet to front with single 
square foot to rear. 
£10-30

715 A 20th century mahogany gramophone cabinet. 
£10-30

716 An antique mahogany cockpen open armchair 
with needlework seat with floral details. 
£50-100

717 A 19th century flame mahogany Ogee chest of 
drawers (lacking plinth). 
£40-80

718 An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid fold-out 
games table with swivel top. 
£50-100

719 A group of furniture comprising a pair of 20th 
century mahogany three-tier serpentine form 
hanging corner shelves, a late 19th / early 20th 
century dark wood towel rail, a late 19th / early 
20th century needlework fire screen depicting a 
hunting scene and a mid-century cheval mirror. 
£20-50

720 A 19th century mahogany demilune table raised 
on four square tapered supports. 
£30-70

721 A 19th century rosewood adjustable pole-screen 
with embroidered scene of figures on horseback 
looking to castle. 
£70-150

722 A Georgian mahogany and inlaid demi-lune fold-
over table with single frieze drawer raised on 
four square tapered supports with spade feet. 
£80-120

723 A Victorian floral upholstered nursing chair with 
floral seat covering. 
£30-70

724 An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid three-door 
wardrobe, together with a similar two-door 
wardrobe. 
£80-120

725 A 19th century mahogany circular birdcage 
occasional table, raised on a single turned 
column with three sabre form feet. 
£70-150

726 A group of occasional furniture to include a 
mahogany nest of three tables, an oval 
mahogany table with single frieze drawer, two 
mahogany wine tables and a carved oak stool. 
£40-80

727 A 20th century oak partners desk, the 
rectangular top with gilt leather insert above two 
cupboard doors on one side, and two banks of 
five drawers on the other, 153cm wide x 112cm 
deep x 76cm high. 
£100-200

728 A group of three antique chairs comprising a 
stained oak canework back armchair, a 
mahogany and canework chair and a mahogany 
and inlaid chair. 
£40-80

729 A 19th century mahogany and inlaid pot 
cupboard together with a 19th century 
mahogany and inlaid commode converted to an 
occasional table. 
£10-30

730 A 19th century rosewood and inlaid davenport. 
£40-80

731 An Chinese hardwood six-division screen with 
carved foliate panels, 170cm high x 173cm long. 

£40-80
732 A 19th century mahogany and inlaid corner 

stand, the upper section with three shelves and 
bevelled mirror glass panels, the lower section 
with open recesses. 
£40-80

733 A 20th century oak blanket box. 
£20-50

734 A group of furniture comprising a Georgian 
mahogany and inlaid pot cupboard, a 19th 
century mahogany basket form stand with single 
frieze drawer, a Georgian style washstand and a 
mahogany hanging corner cupboard. 
£50-100

735 A 19th century mahogany pot cupboard with 
tambour style shutter. 
£40-80
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736 An Arts & Crafts mahogany window seat by 
Shapland & Petter of Barnstable, with pierced 
upright stylised carry handles, on tapering 
supports united by an H-shaped stretcher, the 
underside with impressed marks 'R1153 108'. 
£100-200

737 A late 19th / early 20th century window bench 
with carpet upholstery, the front legs with mask 
and paw feet, 140cm long, together with another 
20th century mahogany and needlework 
upholstered footstool. 
£40-80

738 A late 19th / early 20th century mahogany and 
brass bound storage box. 
£30-70

739 An early 20th century Hillcrest office swivel chair 
with adjustable back. 
£40-80

740 A Georgian mahogany two-fold over demilune 
gateleg table, the two-fold opening to a writing 
desk interior with storage compartment and 
recesses for inkwells, raised on four downswept 
supports and pad feet. 
£80-120

741 A group of eight assorted chairs. 
£30-70

742 Large box - containing various decorative 
pictures, prints, maps and engravings. 
£40-80

743 A group of five assorted antique chairs. 
£40-80

744 Two framed and glazed Chinese silkworks of 
exotic birds. 
£10-30

745 An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid bijouterie 
cabinet, the glazed hinged top and sides, raised 
on four downswept supports united by a curved 
X-shaped stretcher. 
£40-80

746 A group of eight assorted late 19th century / 
early 20th century chairs. 
£40-80

747 A late 19th century mahogany magazine rack 
with four square tapered supports with brass 
and brown ceramic castors. 
£10-30

748 Wheelers of Arncroach, three gossip chairs and 
a similar larger chair. 
£50-100

749 A large antique oak plate rack, 120cm high x 
151cm wide x 14.5cm deep. 
£40-80

750 A pair of 19th century cast iron garden benches 
with wooden slatted seats. 
£100-200

751 An antique mahogany single bed, the supports 
and uprights with reeded details, the base with 
hinged lockable slatted section. 
£40-80

752 An antique mahogany double bed, the 
headboard upright with reeded details. 
£40-80

753 An antique mahogany single bed, the headboard 
upright with reeded details and acorn finials. 
£40-80

754 A collection of mid-century Ladderax comprising 
four 201cm upright sections, two 185cm upright 
sections, six long shelves, 74cm long, and six 
shorter shelves, 58.5cm long, and twenty-four 
metal supports. 
£100-200

755 A Chinese carved wooden screen centred with 
flowers within a circular border flanked on both 
sides by inverted scroll detail, the lower section 
with two panels of various figures, together with 
an Eastern carved scroll holder. 
£20-50

756 A Victorian brass single bed with high back 
headboard, vertical spindle footboard, rails with 
later stained pine struts. 
£100-200

757 A brass six branch chandelier, each branch with 
two light fittings, together with an antique brass 
five light chandelier and a pair of late 20th 
century three light chandeliers. 
£80-120

758 A Persian Isfahan carpet, 20th century, the 
rectangular dark blue field centred with a large 
foliate roundel on a ground of stylised flowers 
and foliage worked in ivory, brown and orange 
coloured threads within a dark blue ground 
border and light blue guard stripes, 302cm x 
408cm. 
£500-800

759 A Persian Kashan carpet, 20th century, the 
rectangular ivory-coloured ground centred with a 
large blue ground foliate medallion surrounded 
by stylised flowers and serrated foliate tendrils, 
within a pale pink border of repeating foliate 
palmettes, 295cm x 406cm. 
£500-800
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760 A Persian Tabriz carpet, 20th century, the 
madder ground decorated with repeating pattern 
of urns issuing flowers flanked by birds within a 
blue ground border of urns, flowers and birds, 
291cm x 384cm. 
£300-500

761 A machine made Persian style madder ground 
rug, with all-over foliate design, 168cm x 182cm. 

£40-80
762 A Persian Ghoochan rug, the rectangular 

madder ground decorated with twelve 
octagonal-shaped medallions worked in black, 
ochre and ivory-coloured threads within an ivory 
ground border of stylised flower heads, 115cm x 
208cm. 
£100-200

763 A small Persian rug, the brown ground centred 
with four lozenge-shaped motifs, 134cm x 76cm. 

£40-80
764 Four modern decorative rugs to include a Super 

Keshan, 198cm x 91cm, another Super Keshan 
centred with a large blue medallion, 215cm x 
140cm, another Super Keshan orange ground 
centred with a large floral medallion 220cm x 
140cm and a brilliant rose pattern rug, 260cm x 
172cm. 
£100-200

765 A modern Turkish carpet, 20th century, the 
rectangular fields centred with blue floral 
medallion surrounded by archers and figures on 
horseback within a blue ground border, 270cm x 
159cm. 
£70-150

766 A north-west Persian runner, 20th century, the 
dark blue rectangular field centred with a row of 
six ivory ground lozenge shaped medallions, 
surrounded by further lozenge shaped 
medallions within an ivory ground border of 
repeating floral palmettes, 398cm x 113cm. 
£200-300
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